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and air traffic business. More on page 3. 
+ $120,000 faoelift explained 
Ministry .of Transport officials yesterday will be moved to the coffee bar side of the ter- 
awarded ,Guran Construction of Vancouver with minal foyer. • 
a $120,000 contract o give the necessary aero + ' Busicai]y what changes ~ the amount ef space 
terminal aface-lift, as well as an economical lift. available to outgoing and incoming passengers, 
The port de plane will be expanded in size and security holding room. size,'and the entranceand 
, capacity. The terminal foyer that houses the exit location of passengers. 
airl ine ticket agencies and enlrance to the Under the present system when boarding a 
security +holding room will be enlarged/ ac- plane the passenger is screened and asked to 
cording to airport manager Bill Mitchell. . waitin the inadequate holding room. Passengeks 
The offices of the air.lines will be moved to a. enterin~ the terminal from an arriving flight 
frontal position at the terminal. The space left bye,. V~alk through the front doors and clhim baggage 
the airline offices will be used for emrance ana on . the north side of the bu i ld ing . .  
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Kermode '78 attracting 
300 students +to. Terrace 
Organizers are gearing up in Terrace for 
Kermode Theatre '78, the B.C. High School 
Drama Festival Finals which will be held bet- 
ween March 17 to 20. 
• About 300 sh/dents, winners of their regional 
drama finals will be billeted or housed in local 
t , 
destroy B.C. potato surplus 
hotels and motels for the festival, and each night 
'will be performing in adjudicated plays at the 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre. 
In conjunction with Kermode Theatre '78, a 
Fringe Festival will takeplac e . This will be 
performances by student groups which will not 
be adjudicated. 
Three professional groups will be in Terrace 
for the Festivali the Playhouse Theatre per- 
forming "Loot", mimist Santo Cervelio, and Ian 
Booth from Prince Rupert doing his impression 
of Mark Twain. 
These performances will be open to the public. 
Throughout the week there will also be drama 
workshops for the students which will cover all 
aspects of theatre.. •- 
Kermode Theatre '78 will be only the second 
time the B.C. High School Drama Fes~i~.'al has 
been held in the north, and ,romises to be a 
major event for Terrace. 
Why not give them to B.0, poor? 
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today,Shy Masting the a_dvertisinl[..the. Sea ,.N~otiati.on.s, oe~ee~ ,te.aris,.t season.. ~ . . . . .  said. . .. , market for B.C. pota.to in ~e eastt  0 s~p the.k Editors . of the ,.in: 
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Jerry Jack, wearing a Jack sazd. nms peeps aown wnen me.ms . wn.me amvm s~!ea  plant for about $85 a ton.. ~peutore vmmea January was. mm ma abortion. 
"Contain.Who?" T-Shirt, had brou~h~ sugar tO remsea an oner. ox ~e ~egianingox aocane . - . ~ 
said" a tiery in the kit rep.lace the..of~ndint~ .00,000ml overnmentand the refusedProvin" for native people. ' + ~• m• ~- + ~"~ • i?$ +~"~~ ~ 
promoted the a arance packages, ann ne mw c . . . : ~ , • ~ ...... ~ ~ !~ 
• of tall ships apI~he van- m.em~rs, pf.W~.t coast ~bu'~'dth.e.l.onghl.ou~.and TE, P~..ED'IISlSULT:_ _ t '~+f ~ ~:::+:i~ i:+ i • 
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ce lebrat ions  being noor, smgmg anan.o|amg .. umy. o.ne tam.n.y...now . uo.s..'.spo esm.az ~ | - .  
promoted by Tourism aloft the bags oz .nrown ,~.ve.s acme cove mu-.ume, m a.. m~cer..m .mr. s. ~c- | 
Minister Grace, Me- sugar they later offereu while~ne.r~.+ oz the Dana ~, ,~ earlier. ~ .  year. | 
earthy, to the executive, is a~ t+ma'mver, mrmer ~ m comparanm omy • ,~ 
• , . up the inlet, to the Israeli government | 
n ~mps,  ~.Anmn~_;I ms ,mi rac le  ' When negedatlons ,promoting a celebration | .  
Ms ,us .  vvu , ,~ , ,  r '  v-~w-W + broke down, t~ band of the,birthday of Ado]f | 
VANCOUVER (CP) -  people remained;moving .mmoun. c.ed .a ban. o.n.~tle~.and.as.lcinn.Is[~ I , 
About ~00 clemonstratore up to the door of the tourmm m me area tnts ~ce  enram one zaec .+mac I 
protesting Canadian restaurant. + year. . . .m e oz gem survwea s 
~mrtiolpaUl~n In the Inter- . Mayor Jack Vo~c.h o! Tourists inquzrzng me holocaust.',' 
American Development vancouver.~u .teo.erm . ~• 
' Bank mmmhed in the rain +rmance £vumszer dean. • ~+~ 
Tuesday_zd~_touteidethe ~ChretienleRby the b a c k d o o r  the :P r inoe  Andrew +]++ Queen Elizabeth Thuacre as eight penile, • ~ ~.  
restaurant while bank yelling, slogans, S t mdf..by g le  , " 
officials attond~ia civic ~efront (~ocr.a.naon the tan s . 
dLunei'Innlde. " steps auove me back pa  aoh  le"  .................... / 
) • • . uoor .  
directors of the Terrace and District Credit Union. 
Jim Steele, chairman of the board and Ross 
, Bretherick, manager of the credit union presented 
the cheque which will go toward expenses of the 
Kermode Theatre. 
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Demonstrators washed ANDREW LANDS DELIVERED " 
a Ch i lean  F lag ,  wh ich  Meanwhi le ,  Vancouver  •SAFELY C~APE TOWN (Router )  
they said was a symbol of and District Labor - -  U .S .  Charge d'Affaires 
the blood.drenched Latin. Council delegates voted SOUTH CERNEY, Harvey Nelson denied 
American dictatorships unanimously Tuesday to' England (AP) -- Prince Wednesday a statement 
suppurted by the bank. condemn the IDB andthe Andrew, 18, secondin line by South African Defence 
~daddition to slogans use  of Canadian tax- for the British throne~ Minister Pieter Botha 
against" the Chilean payers' money i~ tangled his parachute that U.S. aircraft tran- 
di-ctatersldI~, the group coUtflries'run by military, lines in a. jump here sported arms into Angola 
clmntedinSimnish: "The dicteto~hilm..- . ' . .  Wednesday but landed dur ing the civil war 
mopis umit~d will never / t~eaneu presmenc ~y~ safeiy. Ninety 'minutes there. Botha said in 
be  defeated," and Thompson said it.docsn t later the prince made hid ~rliament Tuesday he 
/ ' t0Bankers, Bankers, No make any sense to send second jump.of the'day-- had seen arms unload~ 
more money to Butch- money outside Canaan his sigth ever-~without ' from U.S. ~ aircraft at 
era,, • when there. isso much problem. , South'African-held bases 
'+ '~ ler  the' demon- unemployment in the _ -  . . . . .  . ~. in Angola during the 1975- 
s.~at/on broke up, eight ' countl~y. " v .~ l . ,~mt~a~ ' " 76 civil war. 
Stefan Cieslik, Drama instructor and manager of 
the R.E.M. Lee Theatre, Molly Champoux, 
.president of Caledonia Players '78, Elaine Johnson, 
chairperson of Kermode Theatre '78, were 
presented with a $200 donation from the board of 
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Terrace Public 
Library news  
Socred plan ruined 
by tax reduction 
i635,965 Houseplants by Muriel Orans. For those of  • ,, 
• uwhocan' thaveafu l l f led garden don tg iveup.  Mter eight months in Learning the language country, econom,, b -  reducing having three faces, spending more money on 
Y~is well lllustrated book wil~ell you how to care for a Terrace, -Letieia was "real ly hard," Lety .Lety has been S~.yin. g sales ~xes"  throuRhout " Thef i rst  face, he said, human resources__whilte 
sv ,  ' • ' wide parle Of beautiful plants you can grow indoors• Calderon has learned said, but once that was wire severa l  tamit ies the countr- he sa i~ was when tsennett nowamg service~ 
ty . . . .  n~.~t h~nd th~ told rllohp.'- accomolished everything since coming to Terrace, uoodnnnm made the re iec ted  C l l re t ien 's  [ewer people. 
: ' ~ . . ' Im ............................... NDP :~,,.~ ~ Canadians uffers some 0eg- about people being more else fell into p lace . . ,  and is  currently livm~ remarks during debate proposal  last  October . .  Gary Lank . (  : 
~ roe of deafness, alike thnn different. Lety lives in an is,and wim uateaonia prineipm on  a motion of non- The second face was vancouver uenu'eJ sam 
I[ • • . • Deafness is an invisible ' Ueticia, or Lety for city in southern Mexico Bill Stern and his family, confidence in the budget budget day, when he was he had no .confidence ".m 
]k . .~ . ,~ ~ handicap. It cuts people off short, is an exchange called Ciudad del Car- She will be Ooino to which includes reduction Mr. Benevolent, "and the nuoget been.use u 
" ~  from the everyday world of student from- Mexico, men, which has a e':~ttle for a~tu~ent  of the sales tax to five per didn,t say for three hours fails to provinejom...t ie 
i • telephones, movies, radio, who came to Terrace in populat ion of about ~,~'~o,~ meetino this , cent from seven per cent. that he had been fofced to also accuse~ =..me 
i1~.  I 1 ~  alarm clocks, fire ala,ns and August as part of the 60,000. Herfather.  is a w~k.'~'t]~enwillre~'urnto The federal government make the ,reduc~ions."government ot _pumng 
human conversation it can Rotary  In ternat ion  boatbui lder  and her  q,_.~ . . . .  "i l l  Ju l -  when said it would finance the The third face. Mac- green on a peaesmt: . 
Have You Had A emaker Itworsmp gr , • . '~ - ' - ' -  "" ., " ' s eeo ann be frustrating and lonely student exchange mother a hem . ~,. . . . .  - ,  ,.. h~,.., t^ . . . . . . .  
V , ,  T~t  Uz,, , .nth,  9 Your occupation ma'y be program. - - . She also h as four brothers' ~"o~o~ a" t.~tv'n'~a"~ On "M'lirT"ll • _ = • !t provia.es no reaet xor 
-an  ~.ot  . , ,~, . , . , . , . j ,  - - ne sister - - '~  ~- tile oramary people el • contributing toyour hearing " A~19, Lety has already undo  " • :~'t~'=Xtn- umvers i tv  ]k lk / i l lM '~ I ' I lQ I IMTd3k  ' • . • ,, . . . . . . . .  
" loss In 1974, an America, comvleted her high The climate was one of ,%~'~="'~'o , ,m wori~ VV , , , ,~ .~I . , ,  9 , , , ,q t .~ , , .v  x.., thin prownce, eAvu~a 
' • - -  • . • VV i Iffw~'~' ~zaa~ v .  ~ .. I T  
Cancer of the cervix• ~s' study• .indicated that . 1., school, educatmn m the b~gger• changes for . . . .  t . . . . .  d -a teaching,, • -  I ,- a~ TRANS . . . ... 
. . . .  f the few cancers mdlion workers out of 14 Mexico, but wanted to Lety who m used to a de"ree ~. . . . . - - , . , , • . , , . , .~-~ ~41141--41:~-,m Lauk eal].~ ior.a iuu.. 
wi'~cl~can be easily prevent- million were likely tosuffer attend school in Canada tro,~ical climate. • ~: .:• . . . . . .  3~l l l l l l i J J L '3  U l t J t1~t  scale .pu~lc,__%a..n..sL~ 
,d or detected and cured in a hearing loss due to work- to learn English She ' I  never saw snow t mink t tearnan ate, . . system in me vtmcuuv©t- 
the e:rl ,, ~oes The cervix' ing in a noisy environment. ~oke  no Englisi~ when before," she said, "hut I of things,, '  Lety said of (CP) - -  There were..t~y.o .Paul, whowox'ked in..an area through a public 
• ;o ,h: .~o, t~¢ '  ,h~ ,,Wr,,~ This impairment would be she arrived, but has since don't like the cold." her stay in Terracb. ' edue.ation seminars at  me a i te rnauve  e~uca_uon t rans! t  .yorporauon 
~, .~. "~. . ,n~"~"~,~: ie  ~ s rious enough by age 60 to attained fluency in the Mountains were a treat "Everyth in lL  i s ,d ig -  teem conven~o.n cen tTe program, tot m~ans_.u_t f tmdeauy .met~v_.oseni.'or 
~' : : l , ,~ : 'h . . ' the 'vao ina"  ' interfere with their ability language, and has to for the young woman who ferent," she anneo, put 1'uesoa]v, nu 3 .me..px'.o~ v ie . tuna  s ,t:;.'amosu~ gove.rnmenm. "t.'ne plan 
va':7,: : '" '" '  • ~.~ ' " - -  to communicate ,~use only occasionally descr ibed the Terrace  alot of things are me terns mey tactum nan t;unel~e,  sa lU  ta t :  wouta create joos ann 
Unl iKe  man omer  can-  ' . ,  . ,  ' , ,  • , ,  - . " cers cancer ~ the cervix Most people suffer a loss ~search  for a word. area  as beautdu l  same. little m common, province s .  eaucat.t.on conserve nergy. 
can 'be discovered early by of hearing as they get older. • Okanagan high school system eaters  to the  He said the available 
" . ' . 0~ . . . . . .  ' - . .  " . " " energy wil l  la ter  be In fact 3 o of eo le over students, most of them whi te ,  minn ie  c rass  
means at an easy, painless , , r r . . . . . " k own as the 70 endure a partial oss of "~r__ ,~. , , . . .~  41 . , . , ] l , . , .~  [L .~ ~-m~l f f i~ '~-~l  white, filled one side of P ro tes tant . . . . . .  need~.'~c] for automobiles to
proceaure n ,,D~. ,~e,', A eamnle of hearing. Loss of hearing also . ]~ JL 'V~L I J . '~ J~ t ~ l l ~  l i t  I~UtU~ theb .u f ld in .g l f~pasta  ._Indians ge~ue t_r?_m travel lon.g...distances in 
• -v  . . . . .  ' -- - .,••r . occurs as a result of ear in. ¢ "=" . variety ot exhioim at a me system, anu mat, ~mu the rest ot me province. 
I ev [?~lOp?ect:CoC~denats:ivo~2he ~ n  Sl~yke~.~.nioa~t firstS s thoeth~.!o~ ~%~t~%slsoh  If~ moSC.onena~Heapt~ai~slitni:he 
• " of certain drugs regress was made Hydro s di p ' " P " " f u t u r e s . ,  nativ . . P Bob McClelland said his 
• ,  . ?. . .  
- ~vnixdl3 ~fn;c~e:r;~:ah ~ icYon:annt;otak~haP?rtl s i~h~ di~p:on~0Pi~ideptt l~ef ~.ommendat ions  Feb• .cCoO~rarCtobna~emO~ftc he c~nibesr~ikeeh0~ana~ad ."Thec°?terYmi~lupt~e~In[ bo~ed~d at;;r vtre~$Tur~ .
Almost all of them are we- . • " - .- . Amnloamated Transit The union launched a and Technical Em- u ,n , .a , , t , , .  -~:d Wand • annul ~n u e p yme _: , . .  . . . . .  ;[~ ^ o h.--.l+.t time wnen ou snoul e -~-  o . 6~va...we.w . . . . . .  " ,, llmmu, wmm ~t itu.~Vl,o~ men who have never had a . . y ..a s e Union said the ratt les fullscale strike against ployees Umon and the .. . . .  ,!, ~r~t  o f  them mteefabout l0per .cent ,  orm~tr.ot lnn h~tw~en 
Pap.test. It pays to take this tY°t r/o°~:°ral:~rs3mn:~nang Were [o meet agahl today Hydl.o March 13, hu'{ then In ternat iona l .  . ~ ~op~!  "-~o ta lk  to ~aid Paul, a memoer a t  now'aI~t/-[983 and-col~-'  
simple precaution. . ,  ino'-roblems cYan ' be-re" "and we are arranging called it  off a week later BrotherheodofElectri'.cal renresentat ives  of six ~e ~artlip_~.n_d in the pared timt to the t40 
As is thecase rot most uis- ~ r: e " other meetina.q on a daily because of nicketin~ workers, represenung ,,~,,%o,,W,~ who victor ia suouru ux . . .m~. . . . .o . .  , .~ , t  h,, 
' re ore venteu or overcome. , • o - .  - • ~ e - - "  . . . . .  • Saa~eh ,uu,,u, , : . . -  ~ . . . . .  eases, some women a. m .hasm; both redes are problems and [:allure to H y.drogas==w~ke=rs, p romoted the benefits of , , , , . , ' • .  _~,  , .a-~.o the previous N~ a~- 
likely than others to uev- u^.  q-^ r~...., s u.~,~,o honeful a settlement is nut sufficient economic Ftemt,  ~taar~mra ~tn~,ondarv  education ~cu .m. a , .~. , . . . :~o~ ,~;,,~oh..tln, 
elop cancer of the cervix . . . . .  ,., . ,,,**~,,,.,, n,, the Crown The elan, however, has q~,o ¢,,h,,.~ , , , . ,  nnt cn commumues it fl De ee r ,~ . .•_  ~*,,.~;,,h IMnP 
• toss ,= ' - .  v . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  nt Indian ~.,-w ..-,,v.,-, , . . . .  - -  Your age, prewous health been held m abeyance . . . . . . .  .no .  the hall 50and70per ce . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . .  , • . .w~, . . . . . . .  - t ~anam~o) sam me and sexual actrvity all m- ChU,~,~, ~ ~ e ' r~ • • • vending a final attempt ~t~ut m dclettates to the peoplehave never left he _ : , :  . . . . . . . . . . . .  , ~.., 
fluence your chances of • R I " ] o ' l V o l  by Hydro and the umons 10th annual meeting of last d .epressto . . . ,  . th ,  tmpw,= man~v that 
developing cancer of the Babies" without hearing .M.~O~t.40 .m. ~.~ ~qatvx . , ,~ ,  to see ff their problems ,h.  ~T,~, , f  British-Co- " ' t 'aul sees me intimate ~- 'y- '~- . . .=-- .==;-~ ~.a
,~erv, ix;.y.our doctor or p.ub- problems should: • I , cun,.b e resolved,.  _ _ lumbia Indian Chiefs, ¢°al_as~e~_,t~l, cont.r°]°f wondered how much of 
sic nealtli nurse Will De aule startle at the sound of a ~ ~ . . . . .  K.ffi . . .  41. ~ . . - .  At this point, nora , , , -~-~ ^ ffieiail,, tedav mmun ~uucuuua at rot: . .^  ,~,.m --:n: . . . . . . . .  ~a 
to answer your questlonsor Io-d clan 3 to 6 inches a- rt,tmtt:  sides think we can.reach ,,rammed into a con- local,  level under ,  he o~t,,,n,, h .  ~ , ,mt  and 
advise you how often you wa-~ at b~rth to 3 months; " an agreement'withent.an fe--,'enee to discuss authority - ot nana [X:'-?.y. ZY ...W~"~'.. ";K: 
j ,  . . • . . . . ' • • t * g lOW i I IU~i |  WQ*  U l  t~v  
need the test. --ton movin~ or crying British Columbia fni lbf l lmgpermdandimd indust r ia l  inqu i ry  ,,ha-*es in an education councils. . . .  ' . ;,,-m ,~¢ onmnni~n 
• __ when v called or when ex- Telephone Co. announced not been reprogrammed commissioner . . .  syst'~m that  nrovides "We're not.looKm~ a~ a ~ '~ '~ . . . . . .  v---~-- 
Fact Book On nosed to  an unfamiliar today i t  Will provide to account for the tax tpreviousty requestea .o~'. oust.secondary ~lucation masa.we. I~tmouc. ot ..ne 
. . . . . .  .~ound at 3 to 6 months; rebates  to customers reduction affecting four the union)," Ashton sara. to nine out o r  every 100 provmetat  e aucatton 
• family rlannlng, -turn'towards the sound of charged an addit ional  • days. . i~Hydro.has moved from .B.C. Indians eompat~l to system," he s ine : . . . ,  "L'~-- • " N,T_ I ' _ __ -  
Sex Ed,,oation a voice calling from beyond • two-~r-eent s~.es ~ on The company had sa id  tm previous p.ostg~on, ann 28 of every 100 whites. _,_m_u~m_ s_ w_omo, u~e me JL" IL. J . 'q (~|~( J I1  
. . . .  the field ofvislon, a t9to  apor~ionof thew march "t wo~d seek "~'idance ' sonasm.  eumo.n. . .  . ~ The changesa  UBCIC cnanye.mvpt .eutux m.e .~o - -i, 
12 months', 15 to April 15 bills, f rom the - r~vinc ia l '  - Main Issues ..m mspum committee would l ike ~ovmctm syste.m o.m.y .~ / ' i i  Qa~11QG4:sd  
Health and Welfare Can- -talk in short phrases,at 2 The provinc ia l  sales aovemmentonVwhattodo Ima .. n~n.  3ne cur- made "would start with, m.e.. neons o t  .mew x .gx ,o~, ta t~, .~. ,x~t .  
ada has published a book years• tax w~.  10w_er ~ t o_ five ~bout the tax reduction, ' c ~  stom~l~sten~.r°~ ~e Master a Tui~un m~.nre~a~eb~°tln~ma~g Mayors of several 
, per cem xrom seven per ' ,q~ Agreement, a ~ ,.~.- • , • 
called 'Facts and Fancy Adults o~mt ,,ffaoti~ mldnlbht qPh~ ~nak~.~man said union control of the bus . . . . .  ,~,o ~, , . , t  are allowed such an commumties erved by 
About Birth Control, Sex Some clues to possible A~]i  ~'~" . . . . . . . . .  --o--- tha{'i', t ' l~e'~e'aof sales dr ivers '  snare board ~..~-~"~.,.,,:,,"~ ,¢ v,,,a"'-,'."~ option. British "Columbia 
Educption and Family Plan- hearing problems are: ' " '~ '~"  q,,~ . , , , t~ ,o , , , ,  ~x  i3~c~'Tel acts as an system and" the ATU's .~,~t~?;-~.~,~..~..,.~.=~].~ Changes in the MasteP Raflway will join lOT Fort 
, l~tg/_.w, htch dem0hsh,sa =you have trouble under- said Tuesday that the agent of the provincial :~['emandf.orareduetionin govarnmentw~eavars  T~_..tio.n^.Ag.reement 1-^ N e~en|B.~kr~sidents ~ 
• ,,,y.-o. sranuing conversauon In a , , . ,m.n . . ,  ~t lP l~t~t l l [ '~ l~ 'q l , *O  ff#ltllt*lMflll~PHl~Yl[ ' =na t .xes on workin~ n o u r a  x .1  . . . .  61 . .  ~ D / '~  'a  lhm I IV JW~¥q~K, '  ' l i lU~ ~ v l t ; tU&l t t  . t l l u tO~tq~$ te  
The book deals with the crowded room: ~o~'a~m~'"V~r"  ti~e ~n"ontl~i~'exchan~e" rental DesDrte the' progress ~a~.ua  i,, ,,.,,. * -.,- negot ia ted .  Recom-  discuss with government 
IItle sub ects in a sensible, v o turn u the t -  e,- e o .- ,uu,~ .' . J . -you ha e t P seven ,~r-cent tax for the servi,,e - being, made, Ashton said ,,~m~A.,.~l.. +m", ,, ~,m mendations are to be off ic ials the fate of the 
straightforward way that television or radio so loud , "~ " " ' he ~]oes not think an ,,-,,",',~'" .,'~'~^".."~2m'=,~ presented to the chiefs of ' ra i lway 's  For t  Nelson 
provides information for that it Is uncomfortable ~ 'N  9-, gql"  ' " - nor~ment  can be nut ~-~- .v ,~'~'~." ' - "~'~'~'2  187 ef the nrovince's 192 extension. " 
, ' " - -o - - -  r l l l u  g tgL I l  ID  ' t ~ t ~  to  • • readers of any age. forothers; ~ . 'E 'd~ r ] r  T I V / ~ . ~  together before ['lte .^ ,~P^,.."~.., ,  , ~.a,.. • Indians ~ands, and  Fort  Nelson mayor 
For a free co-" write . . . . . . . . . .  ' - - -ound ' ~ . - v v  qV '  ,~ . .m.w~, ,~. l i , .  I~. .~ .~  . . . . .  l |u luvv lv r .~t t~t t tv6  u . . . . .  . . .h~& . . . . .  61 .  . . . .  Aa~l~la  A ~ d r e w  Q~. .k t .ab  ,nmtA . '  Py . -you [nlnK peop le  a r  d " : mtame at next week . . . . .  1-- 1.  Alet~(~eetn~t s Wllat.~¥~l til~.y tlt;%.~&tl; • tJ~iitlt~*. OOtl~ 
to the Public Relations you are mumbling; - ' " " I -- Ash,on declined to .~Y~:Y.a~'." "TJ~ . . . . .  must be presented to the Tuesday that mayors  of 
Office. Health and Welfare -~ou frequently have to a~k ~ L .  - . . - .  I .-" . - . . . . . I  " ' . . . . . .  ~ detai ls  of the uut t -em,u~q~,  . . . .  federal  and nrovinela l  Fort  St. John, Dawson 
, a reeme , Canada, 105.15.5 West 8th for things to be repeated: ' diseussions a~.=~.  ~ ' IL ING governments. Creek, Taylor, Hudson 
Avenue, Vancouver, B,C, -you do not understand : . " " " ' . . . . . . . . . . . .  ts Previous' contract ° ' ° '~" ' ' i  . . . .  Hope, Chetwynd, Prince 
V6J IT5 re fac ttaren ~amoro ~ew ~m ormnc man me rtg~ . people unless you a • - -  .. _ '., . _  _ ,~,:  . . . . . . . . .  covering the Greater  " __  ~ '  , , George,  Quesnel and  
• . ,  uemoerattc t 'art  inner ux ,u~r  ann managemem . .  - . . . . .  " '=  "• = = ="  Williams Lake " mgthem Y ' • • vancouver anu vtemna . .  uers  
er i t i c ,  Tuesday  chast i zed  to  set t le  an  indust r ia l  d tVl D lCKe  
1 in 10 Suffers t a transit wor P • ' kers ex ire indicated they will make cabinet min isters  in dispute through nego i - . , ,h,  o. U,,. d~ers  . , the trip . . . .  
Deafness . Protect Your Family's B_ritish Columbia's Social tions." ._ - - c~en~lv'  ea~'n a"~se  , w~.~l ' -~| ' i l~o '  • Meanwhile, Premier 
.earmg credit aovernment for ~ne sam canine, _ . . . .  ~' , - , - - -1 .  . . . . .  I~ J -~c~t - ' "~ '~ 'a" l~ Bil l  Bennett  sa id  in '  
- " "" rmitted ru~ ut vo .m,  ,u '  .u rn .  ~ • 
• ~ l l  women of childbear e ont.inuin~touse A.~Wes-t mires,ors are pe . . . .  Hydro's last contract of- • r Victoria Tuesday that he  
As you read this listen . ~" . . . . . . .  '. Ammos Ltu. ounng its m use governmen$_ an-- fer -rovided a two-year ' . . _ . _ _ will meet with the dele- 
te the sounds thal arc going mg .age sno..uta on. cne~eu current  labor  d ispute,  craft. . ~*--~ , - , . , - -~e of s i~and (CP) - -  Piekem _turned LaKe . .  A.  coml~axt.y. Ration, butwon'the~able ' 
sin tved' a t t until ~1 ' t In  1~,  ~aid the five were mana er, said if the • T T  ' 1 I legislature are not u g who recently surv" ,con rac three Members of he " - . . . . .  a_ .  _ ' . ~ . " .  , . 
V~l 'n~d ' t~|V~P n¢~l l~n~l l~ l l l  the airline during the 23.storey r pffmge from a unions have settled, but ternational Woodworkers sust~en°ea for  ,? u uya extension ts ananoonea' 
- - , . ,~ , , , . , v .u . - - , . ,~ .  v , , , ,  v ~..,,,.~,, ~,.ffi,, , eaen ana two-ea J~  current dis ute Vancouver a artment Ashton said he dida t a set u ieket Y three lumber corn anies 
= • , 1"  ' "We ~ ii is un- failed to~appea~ n pro'- know when the other two ~i~Am1~ethe cPP~ron, .suspe~io.ns. were la i r  ' in  the Fort  Nelso~ area 
~e~s l r J . lu rv  awar (1  • fortunate that members ~nc ia l  cpurt Tuesday on organizations would be  Frankl in ,  Ser i ta  and r~ao?~ u~ to .mpg ot me would ~ forced to close, 
" " • . of the cabinet, who have a charges bf theft over $200 back 'at the bargaining Spr0at Lake  marshalling , t m.e sorting grq.unq He said the companies 
A .n l lo*m . . . . . . .  Justice James Mac" serious responsibility to and pos~.~ssion, of stolen tab le . . '  ~rounds this morning but C~W wnen mey wautea provide, almost $15 
awarc~ed . . . . .  ~'~'n ~.~"~ donald said inmsessin - I protect  , the co l lec t ive  property.  ' ' IBEW ' and OETU ~reftefterturningbackthe mt,,mprotest, .~  . million a year to the' 
_ . . ,. .v. , : . .  .y o ., . . . .  "= ,;-'2, . , . _ .  ,;:~ bar~ainin~ nrocess, a re  Kouchnire, of no fixed reprosen~atives met last day-shlftworkei's i t s  a mauer  .o~ 'government  in taxes,  
• ruesua tar In jur ies "ua.--t~ r~, .m~ . . . ;~  . .~ o ~- " " waitin to see wnac • ~,o , ,~a~, , , , . .  I  . . . .  L,, , , , ,~ , , t  n ,~m-  ha.  - - t  ignorin~ t]te dispute and •address, was charged Friday with Hydro, n , . , .^ , . .  . . . . . .  , . g .,, _ _ . .  frmght rates and 
. . . .  • - - . . - .o . . ,=  w. .  ,m - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,, " n a " and "- '+~+" w. -  .ut  Im ens, salO lrOXCrett, stum a e fees , '" • usi Fne airline, said March 31 with havi g Both. the IBEW , p g . . • by a ear whlle riding his been able to exerci.se ade- ..Ln~ga ,1 . . . . , .  ,^. .+,,t . . . . .  ' ,~- . ,1 .  . . . .  ~. . . . .  . . . .a  sanct ion~by union o f -  ~tPesaidhedidntknow ~.  . , . , . , . . ,~ . . ,  , .  
I~ l l i l~ l I . J I ,  U I~ lYJ ,  ld /~ L~/L  ++v.+l& bu6 ,  " %' J , J~U I 11~¥~ Ig++l i  ~&&~&+U . . 6 . .+  vv~. . . . . •+. . .  &w ' 
motorcycle down~own. ~a~ly;a,ndw,hi]en~wa.s " Comox r Kouchnire suffered similar wageinereasesto flclals. • . ' . i f ,  the.  wa!keut  wo.uld cons ide~ng a .  roy.a.l 
• °" . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " ,, ' " ' s A ril t ' rkers but The • ickets were mteot me amrnoen snuu eommtsston re rt wmen John Edwin Boddie, 26, toyed general duty and It appears that their ~.+ only minor mjurie p the transi we , p , po 
was on traffic duty Aug. {~afficpelicework, thtsl~ own personal "con-  § when he• accidentally they are demanding more protesting tbe suspension at  th~ operat ions  ?r recommends scrapping 
7, 1976 when hesuffered a no lo~er  the c~e with' venience is .viewed by fell 64 metres into the money duflng the second Tuesday of five ~o~kors wnemer worgers  would the  400-kl lometre l tne 
concussion and Other res~ to his present some members of the shallow end of a sw im-year  of their proposed at the Shoemaker Bay be ba~k on the  job from Fort St. John to Fort 
injuries, , du~-es. . gove~ment as more mink pool, • , contracts, ' .. sorting grounds at Spreat Thursday. Nelson. 
White ,  
differ 
Hydro  a lks  hopefu l  
B,C Tel gi es 
ebates  
chscusse, 
Go 't flyers 
chastised 
sought 
by Michael Cpllins 
Now that spring is here it's time to start thinking VICTORIA (CP) - -The reduction for the first donald said, was when 
about getting your garden in. federa l  government  nine months at • an .  the premier went to 
One way to get a green thumb is to flip through the ru ined,  the ree lec t ion  estimated cost of $120 Yorkton, Sask., ~or a 
pages of some of the books in your public l ibrary. We ; game plan of Br i t ish million. • " meeting of western 
have a good number of books aboutgardening which Columbm's Socml Credit The former attorney- premiers, and attacked 
are just filled with the information you need to grow 'government hy forcing it general said that the the federal government 
things successfully, fo reduce the sales tax provincial government for interfering in .the 
A valuable reference book is Taylor's Encyclopedia ahead of schedule, for- turned down similar of-  affairs of the province by " 
of Gardening with over 15,000 alphabetically arranged mer attorney-genera~l fers in October and financing the. tax 
entries• It describes house and garden plants, Alex Macdonald sa id  January. reduction. 
vegetables, flowers, growing methods and aids. It Tuesday night. JOBS PROMISED 
• __  P ]  contains numerous color plates and drawings. "The game kn was to S(}UGIlT WAlT Forests Minister Tom 
Some of the books which you can check out include: make the people suffer The]/ wanted to  wait Waterland said in 
630 Grow It! by Richard W. Langer.This beginner's through excess ive  in- ufitil just  "before the defence of the budget hat 
complete in-harmony-with-nature small fa rm guine, c reases  in taxes and election before relieving a $10 mill ion forest 
I~ tells you what you need to know about everything rates, blame it on the the screws a little. They management progr am 
from vegetables to keeping honeybees. New Demooratie Party,. wanted thepeople to suf- would provide mm:e than 
632 Gardening Without Poisons by Beatrice Trum punish the people of this fer a little longer." 25,000 mandays of era- 
Hunter. If you want to garden without pesticides this Letieia Caleron, exchange student from Mexico, has been going to school at  • province unt i l  short ly He said Chretien of- p loyment during the 
book will offer ecologically sound alternatives. Caledonia since September. , ~ before the next election fered to finance a fui'ther fiscal y e a r . .  
:635 Good Food Naturally by John R. Harrison. This • , . and then ~ye them hack reduction to four per cent ,Bob Skelly (NDP-- 
hook will tell you how to improve your soil, how to a l i t t le  bit  of their  but this was.rejected by Alberni) said ' th is  
¢0ntrol pests, the tools you need and more. " M h d - ,  • 635 The Basie Book of Organic Gardening by Robert ex lcan  e x c  ange stu ent money" :  Macdonald the Social Credit gov- program would provide a (NDP--Vancouver East) ernment which "st i re ~ l fday  of work for every 
Rodale. If you want to know what grows where best, • told the B.C. legislature, didn't want to go to four person seeking work in 
and how to grow things even where they won'.t .grow 1 a b  T ~ Federal finance per' cent for a limited the province • and 
best this book will help you. Want to finu out auout ' earns  out  e r .ace  minister Jean ,Chretien period." ~ registerS! at manpower 
c0mposting? This is for you. spoiled the plan with his Macdonald accuseu offices. He als0 accused 
p~oposal to stimulate the Premier Bill Bennett of the government of 
. . . . .  - . . . . . . . . . . .  4f 
Job Opportunities 
Unless otherwise stated 
job opportunities exist 
within ~errace townshio. 
CLERK TYPIST. 1 
opening. $445.50 to $484.50 
permonth D.O.E.. Must 
have 60 w.p.m..typing, 
filing, telepho::~. , and 
reception dW.ies. 
ELECTI~ICIAN I.W.A. 
Rate. I opening. Must be 
certified. 
READ TECHNOLOGIST, 
1 opming, $1286 per month 
WAlTER-WAITRESSES. 
various openings at various 
wages• Should have .ex- 
perience serving of liquor• 
ACCOUNTANT, 1 opening, 
$1,200 per month depending 
on experience. Must be fully 
experimced and know how 
to do a full set of books, in- 
eluding a financial 
statemefit. 
COOKS, various openings. 
$3.25 per hour, Speciality 
cooking. 
depending on experience. 
Must be able to supervise lab REGISTERED 'NURSES, 
staff, machine maintenance 2 openings, $7.90 per hour. 
program and advise duty Registered in medical 
rota. ; surgical shift work, 8-4, 4-12, 
SHOE REPAIR 1 
opening; $800.00 MO 
D~0.E.. Must be able to 
operate all standard 
uipment and machines 
nvolved in the trade. 
BABYSITTER, various 
vacancies, $?.00 -$10.00 
day. Two letters of 
ance is required. 
STREETWORKER, I 
opening, $138.00 per 
Week. To work with youth 
and community liason. 
12-8. 
ELECTRICIAN, 1 
vacancy, I.W.A. rate. Must 
be certified. 
CHILD CARE 
WORKER, vacancy, 
$138.00 per week,  
Requires a mature, ~hild 
care duties superv!sion 
and care of. Children. 
sTREETWORKER, 1 
vacancy, $138.00 per 
week'+ to work with ~youth 
and commun!ty liason, 
HAIRDRESSER, l 
vacancy ,  commiss ion ,  
licensed experienced ap. 
plieants only. 
SAWFITTER, 1 vacancy. 
$9.60 V# hour uneertffied, 
$9.80 ½ hour certified. Must 
have minimum of one years • 
experience arbide and land, 
OFFICE CLERK.9~ I 
opening. $600.00 per 
month. Must have 40-45 
w.p.m, invoicing telex 
must have cash ex- 
pereince to clear 
machine 'and take cash 
counts. 
AUTO MECHANICS, 
Various openings, $3.OS per 
hour up to $9980, depending 
on experience, various 
oloenings. Must be Journey 
AGENT: 1 vacancy, 
$800.00-$1,200.00 per 
month. Training for one 
year provided, should 
have background and 
interest in economics. 
COOKS 1 vacancies. 
$1,000 to $1,200.00 D.O.E. 
Will be . requ i red  to 
manage kitchen and staff 
and to function as head 
cook.should be fully exp. 
in food costing and menu 
planning. 
Liberals expect to win. 
. 
- ;/ ::. 
;~:: .... 
I 
+ 
Pierre Elliott Trudeau 
celebrates his 10th an- 
niversary today as prime 
minister with many 
Liberal MPs anxious for 
their leader to call a 
federal election as soon 
as possible. 
It was I0 years ago 
today that the Liberals' 
newleader was sworn in 
as prime minister, 
succeeding Lester 
Pearson. Three days 
later, he dissolved 
Parliament to call a June 
25 federal election and 
swept the nation with 
Trudeaumania'. 
Liberal MPs are once 
again chafing at 1he bit 
for a June election they 
say they expect to win. 
" I  think the majority, if 
not all, are anxious to 
have an election at the 
earliest possible date," 
one, veteran,+MP told :re,~ 
porte/'s'as .Liberal, MPs. 
left their=weekly ;meeting. 
Wednesday. 
Some predicted it may 
lu~e been their last 
caucus meeting before 
Trndeau calls a federal 
election, possibly as early v 
~ today. , 
We're"' ~t  g, afraid o f  ' the United states ~rom:, 
horn+ an salm~tlnn " Canada for Joyce 
. . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . . . . .  - "-" . . . . . .  +---^r U S Prouressive ' Con- zvzcruuu=~, ,  - ~v~,,,© . . 
serva'~ve- leader Joe .beauty. queen, who 
Clark disagreed. ~umpea va~ on ~1o-  
" I  exoect Trudeau is napping charges m ~m-  
afrak[ ~"cal l  an eiec- ain last week, and her 
f inn  " ( '~nPI t  anld The companion • and co- 
mqme m~--ini'ster'is very defendant Keith May. 
~'~od hi~ natty  ~fl  l~ss McKinney, 27, 
lose an election if it is Mi+ W.yomi~g of  !~3,  
cal led now ano May, Z ,  0 es  
,,w,~,,.~ +,~ m',~mt .~nh.lte Angeles have been miss- 
,,,,,ffi"',.~,~v '~-w: ,~-~ ing since last Wednesday 
election in June, July, when they +um pea n.au 
August -  Sentember~ ramer man race trzm 
October" Nov"tuber, or May 2'.in England on 
~h,~,~-v,~r he calls i t "  kienappmg charges. 
Walter Baker Con- On Monday, See land 
• , Yard requested the 
n RClVIP to help locate the 
~ '1k~. '~1~,  couple and the  RCMP 
-~. ~,v- f f i=-~- ' _  ' said today they believed 
• T T ~ the two had fled to the 
In  U.o .  us 
"Police said Miss 
_ McKinney and May,  
Quebec Premier  R.ene travelling in disguise as 
Levem]ue arrivea nero deaf mutes, arrived 'in 
today in the first ot .a Toronto last Wednesday 
planned series of visit, to night, using false 
American cities m!s passports andtravell ing 
year. . . .. on  an Air C~nada flight 
The premier is to spea~ from Shann6n, Irel~d. 
at Harvard University. George Agnew, . a 
and has also scheoulea'Toronto taxi driver 
giv ate meetings with working for Air Trav- nadian-born economist elhrs Limousine Co., told 
John Kenneth Galbraith the RCMP on Tuesday 
andMassachusetts that he had driven the 
r~or Michael 
S.  
Terrace-Kitimat irport manager Bill Mitchell studies the detailed schematics 
for the improvements gbing into the airport. 
STATIONARYENGINEER hour. Registered 
tvacanc ies .  $,470.00 in Medical-Surgical shift 
parma. Routine main- work'8-4 4-12 12-8 
tenance care of steam 
Pliant (Maintenance of 
ant and lodge) L 1 B R A R I A N, 1 
vacancy, $,800-$2,300 a
REGISTERED NURSES month depending on 
2 openings. $7.90 per experience. 
INSTRUCTORS, open 
vacancy, $8.00-$6.40 per 
hour. Hours will bary 
depending upon type of 
course any persona ble 
to communicate s skill 
trade or interest to a 
group of adult students. 
No hope Of release for 
servative House leader Man.y, Libera!and con- ____  ~_  __  6 61 _" £~._+ + 
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several Conse . . . . . . . .  . - . .  - .  - ^~- . -~ . . . . . . . . .  ,-, mt~ - ,~ ,ment found this will be an issue in the 
MPs were arranging for unsm~me Deca.use too ' .~r~'e'a"m~imum of 25 ~oliticallv exnedient next election. They .~y 
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" for parole: guards, was anolisnea in , ~DZ m naun~ u~. 
n, - [d i : : sg : l l -d i ' - .KT  / l "11r~, r~ '~ I f  these trends con- 1976 in a free vote in the TURNS DOWN AP- 
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• ' J "  will be more than 900 Code was amendedto  JERUSALEM (AP) -  
couple to the downtown 
bus station from Toronto 
Levesque travelledby International Airport. 
provincl/d govemmen~ UNSURE OF ENTRY 
jetandwas met at Logan POINT 
Airport hy Guy Brassard, Police said they believe 
Quebee's delegate' the couple then caught a 
Ken oral in Boston. . ' U.S.-bound bus. Buslines 
orders f ie  He t01d rep .  safarhave40eenunableto 
was "notgoing to rewrite saywhich bus the co.uple 
Amei'ica-n h i s to ry"  took, but police said they 
.durlng his speech to llar: believe the .  couple's U.S. 
yard professors ana port of entry was Detroit, 
students. Mich., or Buffalo, N.Y. 
" I  lea/ned my lesson There have been 
Isatyear at the E~onomie reports that the couple 
Club," lne said, relerring enlered the U.S. through 
to Ills speech to the New Windsor, Ont., as quickly 
York club in January, as' they could after 
19'/7. . reach ing  Canadaand that 
Thepremier is meeting M!ss McKinney has 
Gaibralth at the relatives in Detroit. 
economist's request. ' Kirk Anderson; . a 
r ' 
1., , . . . . , . , . , , , .~ prisoners in penitentiary divide murder into first- Israel's Supreme Court 
~U, '$ , J~  , who liave no hope of andsecond-degree turned dow.n an appeal 
release for many yeiirs, charges punishable by Wednesday.to reduce the 
. . . .  ,~ i ,~ , ,~n.nm "There's going to be life imprisonment, prison sentence of Terre 
avAvJI, asav~a i~++~av.~+. /  . . v  , ,  • • xas  Utah testified at a are-  havoc,  says Ward The new law specffzed F!eener, 23, a Te 
trial".'h~a~n~ .in"Los=don ' Adams, executiv.e-dF.., :the ~: minimum..!lengthT.of;i :woman serving fivoyears 
,i,,,, he ,,,a~ kidnannsd rec tor . '  of the John time to be ser#ed before a for collecting.imormadon 
~l "  s'haci~l~! to a :'[)ed Howard Society in Ot- prisoner became ligible for Arab guerrdlas. 
where Miss McKinnev tawa, a .prisoners' did Jar.parole. F'.~stdugree Justice Maim Cohen ~id  
£,~,,,~ ~,~,~ ,,, h,,,,,~ ~,,~ society, murderers must serve at me ruling was intenaea 
~ . "  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  "When you get all these least 25 years, but can ".to give expre~ion to tbe 
""t:;.~K'd',.,vm.A~n~w said people together, with'rid apply for a judicial utmost graviey .wnm 
in~"n-i~e~ew°t~atMiss hope of release, there's review after 15 years, which the co~¢ views 
G.~ . . . . . . .  d.Ma,, "had go[n~ to be a horrendous Before, prisoners erving anyone WhO mnus a.nep- 
,,,,,,,.~,~,,',~'~'~or'12+~ ni~es of prob'l'em." life• terms were eligible 'lag' hand to ,,mureerers 
luggag~e and so ~hey had. SOP . TO ADVOCATES for parole after.. 10 years, and terrorism. 
to take my 'cab  anu 
another one." + 
"They travelled in 
mine," he said. "I noticed 
them because they were 
wearing green badges 
saying they were deaf 
mutes. 
"She handed me a note 
saying 'Take us to the bus 
station'.' " 
In a wr i tes note to the 
cab driver, Miss. 
McKinney said the couple 
was "just touring," Ag- 
new said. 
Miners  
vote .  fo r  
strike 
(CP) - -  Miners at Kaiser 
Resources Ltd. coal mine" 
in this southeastei'n 
British Columbia com- 
munity voted B9.3 per .  
cent in  favor of strike 
action Tuesday after 15 
months without a con- 
tract. 
Hugh . Fahey, a • 
spokesman for the United 
Mine Workers of America 
local 7292, said the vote of 
the 1,165 union members 
was one of the highest in" 
the history of the local: 
The workers .were ' 
ordered back to work 
March 23' by the B. C. 
Labor Relations Board 
after a X0-day walkout 
over, reassignment of 
jobs. ' " 
Lennard Bourne, then 
president of the local. 
resigned in disagreement 
with the ~,alkout. + • 
Only 15 minutes from 
downtown Vancouver 
Enjoy the best In hospitality at the . and heated swimming pool. iWe've gel 
Sheraton V lla a relaxing mini resort.., an Indoor pool tool) There's nlghlly 
lust 15 minutes from downtown ' entertainment I  he Castile Lounge 
Vancouver. Each comfortable room has and n superb menu In our dining room. 
. colour T.V. and music: some rooms Full facilities for business meetings, 
offer a sunny balcony overlooking the banquets and seminars. Parking Is 
lush greenery of the garden courtyard . plentiful and free. 
' A Soo your IroveI agent  or coil loll  f~-.~"~+ 
A /  \ I ree  nConndnt t2 .800-261-0330, ,  i ' I km~'  , ~. / . ,¢  
. ~-f \ l  I lnU,S .  O00-325-353S. ' ~ J  ~ t '1"L  
SheratoN- 
Vlllalnn 
I / I r~"~ / 4131 Domlnlon Simel. B,rnaby VhQ IC7 433.9311 ( .~ '~, ,~ {~ 
-¢+,.,..,JP~Tl s,,,+s+oN,o.,+,+s,,,.,,.,s.,,,,o,,,+,,w,,,+ +,. 
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Beef glade, 
Full Cut, 
Bone In,. 
Grade 
J 
A,99 
6round Beef 
--r0+, L, 99 
Tomato Juice 
Town House. 
Fancy Ouahty. 
48 fl. oz. Tin 79 
Medium Eggs 
Lucerne. __ • (~ f~--~C 
White. A t l~ I '~/  
Canada Gi'adeil Oozen~~ 
f S!rawb e, vaii Y-: G0id: 24 
6rapl,fruit 
Texas Grown. 
Redor ~ i ~ A  
White. tn l  III ll Jll tlUlJ 
Sezo 48's ~/  Form i~ J  ~J. .  
l 
Green Cabbage 
California Grown. ~ a C 
• Canada /Z  
No, ! 6rade Lb. ~ 1~/  , 
Prices Effective " 
• Aprnl 19th -22nd 
In Terrace Safewav Store 
Sales in Retail Quantities only. 
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EDITORIAL 
TOMCAT 
The stylishly middle-aged lady was paused or 
the sidewalk when I drove down from the bench 
to work this morning. She was carrying a plastic 
shopping bag in her hand, and looked the sort of 
woman a maitre'd would shepherd to a special 
table in a posh restaurant and address as 
"Modem;'. I slowed my car to offer her a r ide-- 
although I was certain she wouldn't accept -- 
and she didn't. As I drove on slowly, I watched 
through the reflecting mirror over the driver's 
seat, to see what was happening. Then I un- 
derstood. In the centre of the two-lane hill road 
lay a small curshed creature that had obviously 
been run over by many cars that morning --  and 
perhaps all night before. The lady stepped over 
to it, her high heels picking the cleanest path, 
then reached own, lifted it up, carried it over to 
the hillside, and gently dropped it in. the grass. I
could see now-- it was a dead tomcat. 
That's really all there is to this editorial. It 
occurred about 6:45 a .m. -  when most of 
Terrace was still in bed, or having breakfast. 
I tried to guess what must have been the 
thoughts that went through er mind that led to 
her responses in this fashion.Why would a well 
dressed, fastidious woman stop and personally 
pick up and remove a dead, crushed cat from the 
path of further traffic - -  when everyone lse was 
driving past - -  or even over -- the animal, ap- 
parently unconcerned? First, I felt the usual 
pangs of guilt - -  until I remembered I had not 
noticed the cat on the road, myself. (But would I
have gone back - -  if I had? Likely not.) Here, to 
me --  was an expression of unusual ove. How 
many other small acts of love and tenderness has 
that woman performed that have gone un- 
noticed and unrewarded, I wondered. How lucky 
for a child who might live next door to that 
woman. How fortunate her grandchildren. What 
a "plus" it is for Terrace --  and B.C.'-- and the 
world, even, to have a "middle aged lady" -- 
who cares for.even the crushed body of a poor, 
dead tomcat, lying in the middle of Kalum Street 
at 6:45 in the morning, in Terrace. 
CHILD ABUSE 
Almost everybody, it seems, --  except a 
criminal few - -  loves dog .-and horses-and cats 
and... 
Children? What about children?' 
, According to people who should know what 
they are talking about, in the Northwest, here 
are a lot of children being subjected to some of 
the most terrible cruelty the mind of man or 
woman can devise. 
Years ago, it was considered part of a normal 
upbringing if a child was punished'by sending 
him to bed without his supper. O.K. But how 
about the child - -  of three - -  a tiny, un- 
dernourished girl, whose mother will "punish" 
her for soiling herself by sending her to bed (to 
her room) for days at a time without her supper 
--  or breakfast and lunch either --  in other words 
is starving her, as "punishment"? 
How about another child " a teenager -- 
suffering from a crippling disease, that confines 
her to bed. Unable to fend for herself, when the 
family has male friends in to drink and party-up, 
she can do nothing to resist their sexual ad- 
vances week in, week out.~.. Do we have 
situations like this in our district? (Are you 
kidding !) 
Can you remember what it was like to have to 
bring a "poor" report card home to your 
pare-nts? It was bad enough just having them 
look at it --  remember? How do you imagine the 
young boy of :11 feels who knows his father is sure 
to "mess 5ira up" in a most painful way because 
of his poor showing in Math? His father is also 
cuuning enough to hurt him in such a way it 
won't show --  and nobody will know'but the boy's 
father and the boy himself.. . 
And there are a lot more "subtle" forms of 
child abuse. The problem is, though, not merely to 
detect cases of such cruelty so much as it is to 
intervene and do something about hem --  as soon 
as possible - -  before it is too late. 
..Ifi our ~bciefy i~eople have such a terrible fear, 
of being called busybody . Live and let live -- 
is .almost an eleventh commandment. To "mind 
one's own business" is considered the norm one 
must adhere to - -  whether it is a matter of a 
large country llke Russia taking over' tiny 
delenceloss Albania -- then later the other tiny 
Baltic states of Lithuania, Latvia and Esthonia 
- -  (we mustn't interfere inother nations internal 
matters -- even though they aren't internal!) Or 
whether it is little Johnnie and Susie Jones whose 
mother leaves them alone and tied to the bed 
with clothesline while she goes out on an all-night 
dnmk.  
We would like to hear from our readers -- 
whether they share the same concerns over cases 
of child abuse as they do for animal abuse. 
Ch i ldren-  particularly small children -- are 
surely equally "dumb" in the matter of speaking 
up for their own safety or for their own life, as the 
dumbest of dumb animals. 
Let's hear it, now, for the kids! 
Ot awa Offbeat 
Ottawa --  The Liberals are laughing. 
And it's not easy. 
Not with their million unemployed, their in- 
flation ballooning again, and the dollar sinking 
like a submarine. 
But the Conservatives are so helpful. So co- 
operative. So obliging. 
For if there's a way to blow an election --  and 
this time they have a realistic chance of making 
with Pierre Trudeau's tock slumping --  they'll 
find it. 
And they have. -. 
They're championing the federal public ser- 
vice. 
Even if you can credit it, defending the poor, 
downtrodden, overworked and underpaid• postal 
workers. 
One of the Liberal Party's backroom 
strategists -- he advises on everything from its 
posture in Parliament to its policies on the 
election platform -- chuckles that the Con- 
servatives "forgot to look at the figures." 
The "figures" are these: 
The public service -- all of it, federal, 
provincial and .municipal- one million. 
The taxpayers -- excluding the public service 
which pays taxes too --  13 million. 
So the voting odds are 12 to one. 
Chief Electoral Officer J.M. Hamel, is on the 
record with a total of 14 million as the vote 
maximum this election. 
Knowing this --  and liking those 12 to one odds 
--the power obsessed Liberals, acutely aware of 
the unpopularity of the public service, have been 
making a dead set on the government staff. 
Even the public service itself realizes 
that beyond its home b~se of "Fat City" it is 
regarded by the paying public as overprivileged, 
ovei's~ilaried, underworked and extremely un- 
derproductive. • 
So the Liberals propose clamping a ceiling on 
the indexing --  its protection against continuing 
inflation - -  of the public service pension. 
And they plan linking public service pay rates 
--  leaders in the inflation spiral --  to payroll 
levels in business and industry. 
All fair bali. 
But the public service is screaming. 
And not just in "Fat  City", but everywhere at 
all levels, because provincial and municipal 
services fear the provinces and cities and towns 
may follow the federal ead. 
That's just great by the Liberals. 
"The people love it," gloats the party 
backroomer, "simply love • it." 
So they do. 
In the face of all the evidence and in defiance 
Of the "numbers", the voting Odds, the Tories 
with their enormous talent for snatching defeat 
from the jaws of victory, 
Report from Victoria 
The budget was the big •news in Victoria this 
week as well as in Ottawa. There is no doubt he 
ehange in the sales tax, back to 5 per cent from 7 
per cent, will have the greatest im~ct .on  the 
north country where prices are generauy higher, 
and we pay on a per-capita basis more sales tax 
for the same items than those in populated areas 
where prices are lower. 
This is a definite step in the right direction and 
possibly only because the financial affairs of the 
Province are in good shape. It is hoped much 
more can be done later as revenue increases 
from development which fell far behind, mainly 
due to delay for stu~es, regulations and un- 
certainty in Government for several years. 
The $21 million increase in the Highway 37 
from Kitwanga to the North, Highway 16 'to 
Prince Rupert and Highway 25 to Kitimat. The 
• amount to be spent on each will no doubt be dealt 
with by the Minister when his estimates come 
up for debate. 
I was very pleased to see the home owners 
grant for those over6S years of age will go up to 
$480.00. These are the people that built this 
Province and deserve very cent they get and 
t 
much more. 
:It's interesting to see the Education Budget go up 
from $947,709,405 to $1,032,846,805 and increase of 
$85,137,400. $10 million of this will go to private 
schools as promised at the last election. 
I must express my concern to •see a budget 
increase of over 85 million dollars to educate less 
students. • ' 
I would'appreciate ideas from interested 
people on how best these increased costs can be 
cut back in the future, as the tax payer simply 
can't afford to keep paying more for less ser- 
vices. There is no easy answers however. Health 
and Education will cripple the tax payer in this 
Province'and aH other Provinces if solutions are 
not found. 
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Letters to the Editor 
Calling all animal lovers .... 
Editor, Terrace Daily Private proverty, dogs 
Herald; , scrouging around .' 
• We realizethat Terrace' Schools, dogs running 
did at one time have an packs in every part' of 
S.P.C.A. and we are town, cats being run over 
on the highway, animal 
abuse, and you name it. 
Before I go any further, 
let me clarify briefly the 
difference between the 
appalled that the local 
people could not find it in 
their hearts to continue to 
support this exiremaly 
worthwhile enterprise. 
However, perhaps all 
things do indeed work for 
the good of Man. (and 
beast). Now we can see 
just by. looking out our 
windows what the lack of 
an S.P.C.A. has done. 
As I didn't live in 
area at the time of 
former S.P.C.A., I can't 
comment on the quality 
of control it exercized. 
Since the S.P.C.A. issue 
has been raised over the, 
last few weeks, we have 
had calls commenting on 
horses roaming through 
S.P.C.A. and the existing 
animal Control Shelter in 
Terrace. By ex- 
rimentation, we have 
d that the animal 
control shelter does not 
hesitate to refer to itself 
as the S.P.C.A. We ha~'e • 
called on three or four 
occasions and each time 
we asked if this was the 
S.P.C.A. Each time there 
was an affirmative an- 
swer. By questioning the 
S.P.C.A. representative 
for this area, we have 
found that the Animal 
r 
Control Shelter has no is run by a very capable 
affiliation with the woman and her" best 
S.P.C.A. The Animal recommendation is ~the 
Control Shelter has no city of Kitimat. Well, this 
jurisdiction over any same woman is very 
area not within the city anxious to help Terrace 
limits of Terrace. and area acquire an 
Consequently, S.P.C.A. 
whenever our S.P.C.A. We understand that 
representative (one man Vancouver se~ our need 
on a volunteer basis) is and is willing to help. The 
called out to shelter or only thing they ask m that 
' exterminate an animal, we have a list of names of 
be must shelter it either people who are willing to 
on his own property, or attend a meeting, and in 
transport i for shelter or short, support the for~ 
extermination to Kitimat. mation of an S.P.C.A. The 
Thists placing a burden S.P.C.A. will be - ,  
on both our volunteer and represented at this . 
on the Kitimat S.P.C.A. m~eting. 
Have you ever noticed We've gone without : 
while:visiting Kitimat adequate ~nimal control 
that here doesn't seem to for our whole area for too 
be an animal problem long so please show your 
there? That's probably support by calling 635- 
because there isn't one. 9680, 635-2750 or 635-6724. 
The S.P.C.A. over there Thank you. 
dustioe in the forests 
Editor, Terrace Daily 
' Herald; 
The recent an- 
nouncement by the major 
forest company in the 
Terrace area, to curtail 
its Operation for• a period 
of at least three •weeks, 
and the seemingly he- 
hum attitude of the 
community at large, and 
particularly the company 
workers in particular 
comes as a surprise. 
Prior to the an- 
nouncement by the 
Company concerning the 
shutdown, the logging 
manager was hear to 
have said that he would 
be personally makeing 
the rounds in the woods to 
hand out warning sl~s 
unless production went 
up. Needless to say it had 
the desired effect on a 
few of those workers who 
would readily squat if 
their supervisor was 
heard to utter that four 
leRer word that means 
human excrement. The 
end result of this was to 
be ]predicted. The 
superv|sor pas~qi on the 
threat, production went 
up, and the Company, to 
show its gratitude gave 
the supervisors a three 
week holiday and the 
workers are left to battle 
with the U.I.C. 
The injustices of this 
situation are also ob- 
vious, to wit: When the 
workers withold their 
rOduct, which is their 
bout, in order to im- 
prove their economic 
condition, it is called a 
strike,, and an inex- 
cusable and irresponsible 
act, which must be dealt 
with by °rders'in'c°uncil' 
injunctions, and back to 
work legislation. On the 
other side of the coin, 
• when the companies 
decide to better them- 
salves economically by 
closing, down the woods protesting collectively to 
permanently or tern- these companies through 
perarily, ~ it .is called a union action and to their 
curtailment in produc- .governments, atthe polls 
.ti0n. One has to ask, to remind them of their 
where is the legislation, responsibilities. We 
orders-in-couneir, etc. to should not be brain- 
make them act respon- 
sibly. 
This recent layoff af- 
fects many workers and 
their families at a time 
when they are just 
recovering from the 
usual Christmas layoff, 
and all .of winter's 
inherent expenses such 
as rising home heating 
and tranpsortation costs, 
and the ever u.pward 
spiralling of food 'prices 
I t  indicates top 
management's in- 
sensitive attitude toward 
their employees and their 
families. 
Once again workers 
should realize what side 
of the bread their butter 
is on and should be 
washed by Captialist 
propoganda into 
believing that labqur is 
always to be blamed for 
our economic ondition. 
Twin River 
Timber Sub-Local , e,r oe> 
I.W.A. Local 1-71 
c.c Green Gold 
Northern .Times 
News Advertiser 
Terrace Herald 
Northwest Worker 
P .S . ' I t  wasduly moved 
seconded and carried at 
the last monthly meeting 
that I write this letter foi'. 
the sub-local, this I have 
done but I do not wish my 
name to be used as. a 
sigfiatory fo ~is':letter.. 
Class reunion at 
Iroquois Falls 
Editor, Terrace Daffy schools' complete story. 
Herald; The Welcome Back 
Committee would ap- 
On July 1st weekend of preciate your printing 
this year, "Iroquois Falls' this letter to let former 
High School will welcome staff and students know 
back to its halls all for- about our plans. Any 
mer students, teachers .former staff memeer or 
and friends. The program student who wishes to 
will include a large receive further in- 
a dance, a formation should write to 
nquet, tours and a us in care of the Iroquois 
parade. The school began Falls Welcome Back 
m 1921 and has become a Committee, Box 455, 
very large, and modern Iroquois Falls, Ontario, 
institution of 1100 P0K 1E0, to be placed on 
students. Many changes this mailing list. 
have taken place and yours sincerely, 
former students are Nancy Festarini 
welcome to share in the Co.Chairman 
kAn 
"You gotta stop throwing food at Daddy." 
u l i 
. .  " ' - . .  
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Victoria T ph"  d" Q b ax cuts em as lze  in ue ec  
. Finance Minister to implement lmme- year and married people --Issuing of savings 
Jacques Parizeau ' diately ~ts main solution who earnlessthan$30,000 bonds as of June ~1 ": 
brought down a $13- to the problem--the will all benefit o varying "designed for people 
billion budget Tuesday, adjustment ofincome tax degrees, while payments without a great deal of 
by i ony MacGregor . . . .  t " ' "  placing t .e emphaszs according to a shdmg will rise for taxpayers money to pu aszde, 
• squarely on tax cuts scale to take account of above those levels. .-$16 million ir~ ad- 
designed to redistribute inflation. " Describing the budget d i t iona l  p rov inc ia l  VICTORIA- With everybody's attention riveted on 
tax cuts and the job creation programs outlined in the wealth in keeping with Such "indexation" was as "the first budget hat com~nsation for 
the two-year-old PaTti promised, however, springs directlyfromthe municipalities that a re  
provincial budget,.little was heard of the increased Quebecois government's beginning on Jan. 1, 1979. sort of administration not allowed to tax public '* 
taxes on liquor and cigarettes. . commitment tosocial de- On that date, the basic that we have practised buildings such ~ as :" 
The tobacco tax was increased by about 10 percen~ mocracy, exemption for all tax- sin~e we came to power-- hospitals and schools, as 
and the price of liquor and wine was raised by about Some 2.% million payers will be increased the one last. year was well as an increase in :,. 
three to four percent. The combined increase in taxes Quebecers will share in a by six per cent. encumbered with a $1- percal~ita subsidies for a .: 
willraise about $64 million. $313.millioncut in income In the meantime, the billion deficit left over total aid to municipalities 
of $53 million this year. The B.C. government has become increasingly taxes designed to help "average"  Quebec from the 197601ympics-- 
conscious of the expanding burden of health care and The Twelve-Penny black, Canada's first 'foreign low-and middle-income taxpayer--described by Parizeau announced: SALES TAX DROPPED < 
other, costs associated with cigarettes and alcohol, destinations' postage stamp issued in 1851 will be Parizeau as a married 
More taxpayers' money is spent on the health ministry exhibited at CAPEX'78 in Toronto, June 9 through 18. 
than any other. ' " ' The face of Queen Victoria on this stamp was taken 
As in the last fiscal year, the ministry of health from the portrait painted by Alfred Chalon in 1837. 
This famous portrait of the young monarch in her 
robes of state will also be shown at the Canadian In- 
grabbed the largest dollar increase, rising from $175 
million to $1.56 billion, an increase of 17.S percent. ' 
Last March Health Minister Bob. McClelland said 
the increasing costs Of medical and hospital services" 
are posing a financial burden that threaten the fun- 
ding,, of. all. other government serwces. 
'It m ~mperative that we redirect our energies and 
our health manpower esources into the area of 
prevention by emphasizing improved lifestyles," he 
sain. 
McClelland's ministry estimates the total cost of 
,cigarette smoking to B.C., conservatively, at over $200 
million annually. A spokesman for tb~ ministry said 
that abouteight percent of all physicians' er~ces are 
related to cigarette smoking and about $45 million are 
spent on hospital costs to cure smokers' ills. 
Property lbSs caused by careless moking in one 
year in Vancouver alone amounted to $4,716,035. Six 
hundred and eighteen forest fires were started in B.C. 
in one year by careless moking which destroyed 9000 
acres of timber: British Columbians spent about $150 
million in 1977 to buy cigarettes. 
.' Drivers impaired by alcohol caused damages of 
about $52,651,327 last year• Some $32,700,000 worth of 
property damage was done by impaired rivers last 
year while the cost of catching, judging and jailing 
impaired drivers amounted to about $11,209,327. 
Medical costs amounted to over $8 million. 
by Tony MacGregor 
VICTORIA - Don 
Phillips, B.C.'s minister 
of economic develop- 
ment, .appears to some 
critics to be a bull in a 
china shop - a man who 
lacks refmement, 
diplomacy and the social 
graces and flexibility 
needed in a cabinet 
tornational Philatelic Exhibition, courtesy of the 
Robson Lowe Collection, London, England. 
Over 28,000 postage stamps, valued at over $50 
million, from private and government collections 
around the world will be on display in the second such 
show ever held in Canada. 
i 
Don Ph i l l i ps  - -  
wage earners. But tax- 
payers in higher brackets 
bear  an additional 
burden in the 1978-79 
fiscal year. 
While acknowledging 
that taxes ate up 60 per 
cent of salary increases 
won by most Quebecers 
in the. last two years, 
Parizeau said the 
government was unable 
Parizeau had earlier "~ 
man earning the announced elimination of ': 
province's average in- the eight-per-cent tax on .:~ 
dustrial wage of $13,-700 a hotel rooms and some .:, 
year--will see his tax bill ,; 
drop $291 this year as a .~ 
result of new exemptions 
which take effect im- 
mediately. i! 
AFFLUENT PAY MORE ~" 
Single Quebecers who i: 
earn less than $22,000 a
bu l l  in  a ch ina  
shop,  or just  the  r ight  man 
--$48 million in new 
taxes on tobacco, raising 
the* price of a large 
package of cigarettes by 
seven cents; 
--$18 million in penalty 
taxes on non-returnable 
bottles and cans, 
amounting to five cents 
on containers of lesg than 
16 ounces, 10 cents on 
larger containers; 
.-$150 million in new 
pr ior i t ies including 
regional road networks, 
Montreal -area flood 
control and social 
programs such as 
reception centres for the 
aged and hiring of 500 
homemakers to aid the 
elderly; 
--Removal of the sales 
tax on equipment for the 
handicapped and 
chronically ill; 
hotel meals, as well as a 
one-year elimination of 
the eight-per-cent sales 
tax on textiles, clothing, 
footwear and furniture, 
Quebec's weaker in- 
dustries. 
SOLDIERS I~ ILLED 
MANILA (Reuter) -- 
Mosclem rebels killed 43 . 
soldiers and civilians last .:. 
week in an ambush on a ' 
bus in the south of the 
country, the defence 
department announced :;
Monday. The attack was 
one of the worst in a six- i; 
year guerrilla campaign ~ 
being waged by Moslem ": 
separatists against the 
Filipino government• 
: 
of the government. B.C. . 
Phillips says he He says mat when 
believes in socialreform, Phillips visited Japan he 
but social reform rubbed a lot of people the 
financed by taxation of wrong way because he 
the private sector ather didn't prepare himself 
than direct government properly for Japanese 
ownership, culture and was too in- 
"We have.to be careful flexible to play by  
to preserve the greatest Japanese rules.' 
of all natural resources," "The understanding 
he said. "and that's the Was that B.C. would ' m t m • t--t  minister 'B.C. s alcohol and drug com lesion es i aw.s na n. t  ;,, we ~,,~,,,, 
10 percent of general hospital costs and about 15 - - - _  .~ _.,~o . ,,,,,.~-, initiative of the in- guarantee supplies of 
*i " " supporters nes ~usc the dividual.", coal to the Japanese in percent of mental hospital costs are related to alcohol ,~,,~,~,,,,, . .  ,h, .,.,h, -^~. .....,.~...~ ..5 . . . . . . . . . . .  ". . . . .  ,,,,. ~.- He said the, economic retui'n for construction of
~' . . . . . . . . . .  " " " t ' - B C's  supersalesman development portfolio is the, i l l .  But Phillips said Perhaps the troy ,crease m the cos of liquor and with" ~ the ra~ -n - ' ' '  
cigarettes appears ineffectual against the ..^.ha . . . . . .  .~.~'~.'~.~" exciting and challenging B.C. would sell to the 
m " t . . . . . . .  ~. ~,,, , , ,~ ,u ,o  depend on other people, because he  isn't tied highest bidder and the monumental nd costly proble of elgare tes and o . . . , ,~  . . . .  . .~a~.~ . .~ .^,  
t "t' n t  t m . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  we=, You've got to • make down ' ~ heavy ad: contract was lost." alcohol abuse, bu the lack of oppes! m o he ova B e,, . . . . . . . . .  . . . ,  
. . . .  t . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • . . . . .  ~' thin~s hannen yourself" minisu'a~ive auties ann He said there is a way mBy mdmate that people are willing o accept harsher u.o ,,.,..~ ..,.,-- ,^,,.^ ° "- " t ' ' " of dealing with the . . . . . . . .  ,~o ,~,,m- ,,,,,,~= He sai~I)on has made ilnntSc he flexibility to move methods to solve the problem • . . . . . . . .  
• t : m mm aesp~ce ms ,ervem things, happen and has }n o any area which af- Japanese to get them And ~f the governmen can discourage even a s all . . . . . . . . . .  • ann oz~en ~uv-nalcmg committed, but Phillips percentage of the nopulatzon to dron or cut down on . . . .  focimed attention on the ec~s me economy. 
~,Icohol and cigarette consumption, ~uge savings will ~ .  n,es m me north which often feels Phillips has expanded, couldn't put all the chess 
accrue to the taxpayers of B.C. "~p~,~,~n'~'~ll,, T 1;~,,~ h;,, forgotten by Victoria. lot of. energy on. the moves together. 
, . . . . . . . . .  , . . . . . . . .  Phillips also says he aevempmenc oz , But if the opposition 
• as a human ~eing," said has made things happen rmese;~a~u[2inCar~_ coal isn't happy with Phillips, 
• W[ ' • 1 . Garry Luak, the NDP's and the accomplishment o neasmn the people in the Peace 
W ( r~m~.]~l  ~:~]1~1 ' economic development he is most nroud of as B.C. He says B.C. has a River district appear to 
. . . . . . . . .  . . ,~ .~. . , .  critic, "but I just don't economic aevelopment reserveofSivebflliontons be. They admwe his 
1 = • 1 think he has the skills to minister is the and in the early eighties, drive and outspekeness oamnat  ld~ HI,~ operate in that job." restoration of confidence •demand for that coal will andclaim theycan talk to. 
' u - -~ ' - ,  --, . . . . . .  in B.C. . be on the upswing, him about farming and 
l J',~; ; ' :~ l :  ...-I . . . .  ~+ .... , ,r ! . " : . . . .  . , . therner from Dawson .... "We've a story to.tell,?' .. He says high trapping and be un- 
Defep{m,M[di'ster*BameY. ' ~' :student, was~:~cently "Cree]~ Who ari'iv~,d in the he said. "Industries can technology indust.ries are derlilands. ' " purclx~ 
Dai~onsay~%ewantst~ ~ '~tum~! 'down~:when she~PeaCe RLver district located here without a merea|~owmmaus~ries "We often feel we're 
public to say if women applied for pilot training, about 14 years ace with threat of a take-over and nght. now and he is forgotten out here," said 
~ould fill combat roles in Her case is being con- nothing .and ended un  our finances on a sound w0rkingtowardacrea~ng Cooper, "but Don is 
the armed' forces, sidered by the Canadian owning ~r t  of one of th~ is The bud et is an a research park in B C in bringing about the 
He said Tuesday it will human . rights eom- most widely-known car bus . g • . examnle of that" Which universities;, in- recognition that the north 
help the government mission, dealershins in the north "- " dustry and government can be the power house 
decide if women should' Danson has said country. " He said that an an- will participate, and the bread basket of 
get the ri|ky combat jobs. military pilots are ex- aid Coover, a Dawson tagonistic management- He predicts that B.C.'s the province." 
The cabinet will make pected to uy combat as Creek alderman who labor relationship had secondary manufac-  
up. i ts .mi~. 0nly after wel!. as transport air- worked with Phillips in a been turned around and turing industry will grow 
aeience aepartment  cralt, car deal~r.~hin, fn r r--- -----..r""" companies in forestry, as well as fishing and 
reports have been sub- A s]~okesman for theyears ,  says Phillips mining and petroleum agriculture, particularly ~ l ~ ~ r ~ T 1 [ ~ ' ~ 7 "  
mitted on admitting [eaerm auvisory council embodies many ;of the industries have made to the cattle industry. 
women to military on me status el "women characteristics of nor- commitments o B.C. But Lank claimsthat * . 
colleges and to fighting said "we are wondering thern British Colum- He said it is the Phillips hasn'tbeengood 
roles in the forces, he what combat is." bians. government's •.role to for the ministry. Hesays 
' said• Those reports Whenever women were ,  "In the north you've got create the right economic Phillips bungled an @'~'~.  
should be ready by June. turned down by the to be independent o climate which will create agreement the . NDP I 
,"I won't make the forces, the reason offered survive," he said. a fair return for in- worked out with the 
decision alone," said the was that they would be in "You've got to think for easters, a fair income for Japanese for the con- 
minister who has been a combat job. ' yourself. You can' t  workers and a fair share struction era steel mill in 
TERRAOE AND DISTRIOT 
HOSPITAL SOOIE'111' 
Annual Meeting 
under fire recently on the There are about 1,200 
' women's rights issue, men attendingthethree Post offi shOuld ..i ' "Iwouldwanttogetthe military colleges--Royal 1~ |1 
!"feeling of the Canadian Roads, just outside c e  a .0'LL 
peeplegenerally." Victoria; Royal Military C p . ,  says ' 
There has been College at Kingston, Ont., rown cor  s 1.11t1  l i t  , 
growing pressm'c on the and College Militaire • 
defence department o Royale at St_ Jean, Qua. TORONTO (CP) " A 
remove .barriers to policy study released )ealer Llcence Number 02013A 
women in the forces, the umay by a federal 
latest a proposal by an Progressive Con- , . ,~ , ~ 
advisory group to Dauson Pr d on mllitary'colleges. It O notion servative candidate says the post office should 
has urged the minister to - -  be/~ome a Crown corpo- 
allow women to attend I nc reases  ration and'strikes by  
military colleges, postal employees banned. 
WANTS REPORT Production in the The study, by Ron 
The minister told the Ritchie, a dir~cter of ~ ~ Commons defence domestic economy •will 
committee he has asked grow this year by about Im~rial Oil Ltd. and 
3.9 _per cent after inflation candidate for York East 
the department toreport is discounted, the• Con- riding, was done in early 
in the next two months on ference Board in Canada February at the request 
how this can be ac- says Wednesday in a ofparty leader Joe Clark. 
complished, quarterly forecast for the It says the greatest 
But a decision on 10 provinces. ~roblem in the post office 
military colleges alsb The private research ..~.~...:.:...:.:.;.;;;.:.:..........`.`...~...~.......................~.........•.....:.~...........~.................~.........~.....:............................................ 
depends on another study agency's prediction is a ....................... ~""""".'.'."".'.'-'.'~ .. ........ ~'.', .................................. ~' .. .. . ... "~'.'•'-'."-'-'~•."~ ............... 
significant downward 
said.°nw°menin'c°mbat'he . ~ e w  Business " Before the cabinet revision from estimates 
in January of 4.7 per cent 
decides these issues, for real domestic ' 
Danson said he wants to product, which measures ~ ~ H 
know what the public output of goods and sere- o t  l i s ted  in  our. - 
Defance' department within the cou.try, : , B, . Te l  Direotory,. 
officials have said they But the latest !~ I~B1 , TERRACE VETERINARY MEDICAL CENTRE- 655•3300 think Canadian society estimates, the board 
isn't ready for women in says, do not reflect meas- ~ . ' AURORA ANIMAL HOSPITAL - 635-2040 
combat roles. And urea announced in the ~=~ BOYDS BODY SHOP-635-9410 ". 
Danson has. suggested April 10 budget brought 
men would be uncom- down by Finance TERRACE OiL BURNER'SERVICES - 635•4227 " 
is inefficiency, mostly a ion, the Canadian Union 
result of poor labor- of Postal • Workers 
management relations. (CUPW), representing 
?The Canadian postal most of the inside work- 
services have had a era, must still be labelled 
thoroughly un- , deplorable. 
satisfactory• record of " '~e appalling record 
labor relations ince the of work stoppages and 
inception of public seT- alowdowns, legal and 
vicebargaining," Ritchie illegal, is part of. the 
said in his report, evidence as, well as part 
"While relations with of the cost. So are the 
one of the two major, 10,000 unsettled 
ufious, the Letter grievances•piled • up by 
Ca " ' mere Union of the CUPW workers under 
Canada, have improved their contract which 
considerably, .relations expired nearly ~ a year 
with the other major un- a~o." :~ 
THE HOBBY HUT - 635-9393 
THREE RIVERS WORKSHOP • 635.2238 
GEMINI EXCAVATING - 635.3479 
Free.  for ONE month courtesy of THE 
DAILY HERALD 
We're 
':, L sted 
tere! 
. r : f '  
1. 
" 635  6367 
!~!' If you wish your Business Phone 
i:i), listed for your customers please call m 
• t t•o.• ,o•~,t ~e~•| ,#•oe•,• at eos%e,o6o~.Oa•,;e6e|,•~•••ot~•~e~•:o,,•e,•,e,•,o~e,e,e,o,•,e••,e,•~o•@,e,• ~0 ,•, 000 ,o ,e, e,o ,0,  , "~• ,e e•,• . 0,%••• •' j••' e• e • • • • •.~,o*|.#.o.e*•. ,%| 
fortable if women served Minister Jean '~Chretien 
along side. them in that were .designed to 
fighting jobs• stimulate the economy. 
• The department says The revised figure will 
5 7, r cent of Canauian . pe still, be'an improvement 
troops are women, more over 1977. Real domestic. 
than in a,y other country, product last year rose by 
However, more than 30 of only 2.8 per cent. 
100 trade categories in 
the forces are closed to 
women. 1915---Anthony Qulnn, 
One of these categories actor, was born. 
is piloting aircraft. Julia 1930-Queen Elizabeth 
Wdish, an Ajax, Ont., II was born. 
, t 
DATE: Wednesday, June 7, 1978 
TIME: 8:00 p.m. 
PLACE: • Lecture Theatre 
Caledonia Senior 
Secondary School 
The business will consist of the election of members of 
the Society, the election of the members to serve on the 
Hospital Boar@of Trustees, and presentation of reports 
coverlng the year 1977. 
In order to be el lglbleto vote, membership must bell 
seed I~efore Sunday, May 7,' 1978. Mernl~rs~ip" 
may be purchased at the following locations: 
Mills Memorial Hospital " 
Royal Bank of Canada 
Toronto Dominlon Bank 
Custom .Built to 
combine light 
weig'ht with 
max. hull 
strength 
~!i ~*~;~i~: ~MERCURY 
YAMAHA 
CANAVENTURE 
., (boats) 
i)OLMAR 
(chain saws) 
4946 Greig 635-5929 
,'.0 
' t  
% 
5 
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Some of B.C.'s best badminton players joined ranks Badminton season. Action at Thornhill Junior ;. 
to compete inthe ending competition ofthe Terrace Secondary School last weekend• 
~,~ Murdo MacDonald 
e ,Terrace Bac]- 
monton Club's annual 
spring tournament of. 
flcially ended the current 
season last weekend by 
drawing a record 108 
entries~/rom all over B.C. 
Play took place at the 
gyms at Skeena Secon- 
iiary and Thornhtll Junior 
schools which contain a 
total of 11 courts. 
Because of, the large 
turnout and the number 
of close matches 
requiring a deciding third 
game, finals in all three 
flights of A, B, andC were 
not completed until 10 
p.m. Sunday at Thomhfll 
School. The 48 finalists 
represented the following 
towns: Prince George 20, 
Terrace 11, Kitimat 6, 
Smithers 5, Prince 
Best defenseman i  Canada plays Prague 
(CP) -- Vancouver n6edsa monthof therapy. 
.Canucks defenoeman He telephoned general 
Dennis Kesrns will join manager Bill Watters to 
Team Canada in Prague say he would be unable to 
Sunday--fourdaysbafore join the team. 
the Canadians play their Kearns, likely to play in 
opening game of the Sunday afternoon's 
world hockey chain- exhibition game against 
pionship against Finland. the Czechoslovakian B
The 32-year-old team, was in Palm 
Kearns, rated along with Beach, Fla., when 
Rick Hampton as WatterS's secretary lo- 
Canada's best defen- catcd him and invited 
cemen in last year's 
tournament in Vienna, b 
a replacement for injure :d 
Dave Maloney of New 
York Rangers. o 
Maloney has knee 
ligament nrnhl~m~ And 
him to Join Team Canada. 
"I know it was difficult 
for the panel in making 
the choice of Players this 
year to overlook a player 
of Dennis's calibre," 
Watters said. "More 
NHL finalists lose one 
than. supported that 
statement. But the 
Islanders have similar 
ideas. 
"Ifyougo ut there and 
you try to skate and 
skate, you could skate 
2,000 miles and never 
'touch the puck," says 
New York centre Bryan 
Trottier. "But if you go 
out there and you're 
taking the body, at least 
you're doing something 
positive. You're taking 
your man out and keeping 
him Out of a play." 
That's what the Flyers 
did Monday night in their 
4-1 victory over the 
Sabres. 
Chicago Black Hawks, 
Detroit Red Wings, 
Toronto Maple Leafs/md 
Buffalo Sabres know they 
can't afford to dig them- 
selves into a dsppe.r hole 
than the one the~alreauy 
are filling. 
Each of those clubs lost 
the opening ame of their 
best-ofseven National 
Hockey League quarter- 
final p!ayoff series. They 
know that while the com- 
forts of home ice change 
after the second game 
tonight, there is little 
.r.'.'~.urance to pla.~ing 
tammar surrounmnga lr
their teams face a 2-0 
series deficit. 
The reason, of course, 
is that the four leading 
teams--Montreal 
Canadiens, Philadelphia 
Flyers, New York 
Islanders and Boston 
Bruins--have compiled 
excellent road recoras 
this season. 
"It's not a good way to 
start a series when you 
get the stuffln~ knocked 
out of you," sa~d veteran 
Start Mikita, whose Black 
Hawks suffered a 6-1 
thrashing by the Bruins 
at Boston Garden on 
Monday n i~.  
The Wings, 
meanwhile, haven't won 
a game at the Canadiens' 
Montreal Forum home 
since March 20, 1974,and 
lost 6-2 Mondaynight in 
the opener of that series. 
Detroit only recently 
ended a 23-game winless 
streak against he Cana- 
diens b~, shutting out 
Montreal 4-0 in the final 
regular season game at 
Detroit. 
NEED IMPROVEMENT 
"We know we played 
badly in the first game 
and we'll know we have to 
come out better in the 
second game," said Red 
Wings forward Paul 
Woo~ls, who has four 
assists o far in Stanley. 
Cup play. "Our allaround 
pl~iy has to improve. We 
have to he skating more 
and moving. 
"If you are skatingand 
moving, everything 
improves--your hitting, 
everything becomes 
easier. We did not do that 
in the ol~ener." n 
The ~aple Leafs did 
plenty of hitting in ~their 
oL~ner against New York 
Islanders, but sulfered a
lapse in poise during the 
first period.. The 
disciplined Islanders, no 
strangers to hitting, 
either, pounced on 'their 
opportunities totake a 3-0 
lead on the way to a 4-1 
triumph. 
"I think the Islanders 
can be outhit," said 
Toronto right winger 
Lanny McDOnald, who 
played a physical game 
m defeat Monday night. 
"I'm sure they know they 
were in a hockey game." 
The parade of bruises 
and ice bags in the 
dressing rooms more 
important, he fits in witlt Maloney• 
the personality of this Despite their youth the 
club." defenca played with 
KIDDIE CORPS OLD- remarkable poise in 
STER Tuesday's 5.1 exhibition 
Kesrns will add some victory over the Swedish 
experience to what might national team. Shand 
have been called the scored the winning goal, 
Kiddie Corps of dsfen- tapping in a rebound 
cemen. Until he was after Marcel Dionne had 
called in, Pat-Ribble of hit the goeal post in the 
Atlanta Flames was the second period. 
oldest at 24. Brad Max- Team Canada may be 
well of Minnesota North without centre Tom 
Stars and Bob Picard of Lysiak of Atlanta for 
Washington (~apitals are tonight's second 
20 and Hampton of exhib'ition, against  
Cleveland Barons and Sweden. He suffered a 
David Shand of Atlanta hyper.extensionof his left 
are 21, the same age as, Achilles tendon in 
i 
Kimberley to host 
'78 Patton finals 
(CP) -- Kimberley Winner of the series 
[Dynamiters and Brandon advances to the Allan Cup 
|Olympics open their best- final against he eastern 
[of-five Patton Cup senior champion for the 
[hockey series Friday. in Canadian senior 
[thik southeastern British 'championship. 
[Columbia community. 
Kimberley- upset first- [ 
All. games will be  place Spokane Flyers for I 
played in Kimberley, the Western lnternational [ 
with the second Saturday Hockey League title and [ 
and the third Sunday. fQllowed with three[ 
Further games, if straight wins over I
needed, wo~d be Monday Drumheiler Miners in the 
and Tuesday. ' B.C.-Alberta series. 
Tuesday's game ~nd 
doctors have told him it 
needs rest. 
"I went into the corner 
and as I was turning my 
foot went into the boards. 
I pushed the toe back. 
Definitely I'll be ready 
for next Sunday in 
Prague. 
One defenceman with a 
bit of a problem in the 
first game was Hampton, 
who hasn't played that 
position since last year's 
world championships. 
Cle eland usedhim as a 
winger this season and he 
contributed 18 goals and 
18 assists. 
NEEDS TIME 
"I know how toplay the 
Europeans, but it's just 
getting the timing. I'm 
going to need a few more 
games before I can get 
into it." 
Hampton said there is 
excellent spirit on this 
team, which is younger 
and faster than the 1977 
edition which finished 
fourth. 
"Last year I think we 
came over at first with 
the feeling that we were 
just left,outs from the 
National Hockey League. 
Anew 
light beer 
for all kinds of 
reasons, 
HIGHLITE-the light beer you've been waiting for. 
• Badminton  season  draws 
" ~Jaek Blatchford and 
i 
Rupert 3, and Kispiox 3. 
The outstanding in- 
dividual performance 
was turned by Terrace's 
Pat Kenny who appeared 
in all three finals but lost 
out in closely-fought 
matches. Earlier this 
year Pat did even better 
at the Kitimat open 
tournament by winning 
all three A events. This 
mustbe recognized as a 
maJo~ accomp'l!shment i  
light of ever-mcreasin~ 
number of entries and the 
high quality of com- 
petition. Two couples 
from Prince George 
distinguished ther~selves 
bywirming major events. 
Ernie and  Llnda 
Smallenberg, formerly of 
Kitimat, together with 
elubmatea Jack and 
Shirley Blatehford ap- 
pearedin 3 events escb. 
Complete details of all 
crowd c lose  
finalists and towns ap. 
pears as follows: 
"A" FLIGHT 
Men's Singles-Winner. 
Kirk Rustad (Pr. Geo.) 
Runner.up.Ernie 
Smalenbe~g (Pr.' Geo.) 
Ladies Singles- Winner- 
Debbie Anderson (Ter.) 
Runner-up-Ptt Kenny 
(Ter.) 
Men's Doubles-Winner- 
Kirk Rustand and Ernie 
Smallenberg (Pr. Geo.) 
Runner-up-DeHck 
Cameron and Jack 
Blatchford (Pr. Geo.) 
Ladies Double-Winner- 
Linda Smallenberg and 
Shirley Bistchford (Pr. 
Geo.) 
Runner-up-Pat Keany 
and Fran Power (Ter.) 
Mixed Doubles- Winner- 
WHA sixth spot 
oontended 
Shirley Blatchford (Pr. 
Geo) 
Runner-up.Norm 
Chatfield (K) and Fat 
Kenny (Ter.) 
"B" FLIGHT 
Men's Singles-Winn,.r- 
Derlck Cameron (p.(;.) 
Bunner.up-Alex Allison 
(P.G.) 
Ldies Singles-Winner- 
Gaylene Rubillard (P.G.) 
Bunner.up-Vi Colvin 
(P.G.) 
Men's Doubles-Winner- 
Phil Lower and Warren 
Kilpatrick (P.G.) 
Runner-up.Jack 
Bbanwar and Helge 
Holkestad (.R.) 
Ladies Doubles-Winner- 
Sherry Anderson and 
Irma Brewer (Ter.) 
Runner-up- Dorothy 
Cheyne and Chris 
Wagner (Kit.) 
Mixed Doubles.Winner- 
Phil Lower (P.G.) and 
Anna Kawa (Kit.) 
Runner.up-TTony 
Knott (Ter.) and Kim 
Paton (P.R.) 
The battle for the sixth mor. "C" FLIGHT 
and last playoff spot in "We've made. a rat Men's Singles-Winner- 
the World Hockey race of it again. It AI Davies (Smi.) 
Association will likely go shouldn't be, but now it Runner~ul~Jolm Chow 
down to the final ~ames comes down to watching (Ter.) 
after Cincinnati Stingers the scores to see who 
beat Birmingham Bulls 5- makes it." Ladies Singles-Winner- 
4 Wednsday night.. FTOREK SCORES TWO Diane Wilson (Kispiox) 
The win left sixth-place • Runner.up.Cecille 
Birmingham with 71 Ftorek ran his season Podluski (P.G.) 
d ints and seventh-place goal total to 53,nsetting a ncinnati with 69. The Cincinnati season record. Men's Doubles.Winner- 
Bulls have only two Former Stingers Blaine Dung Jeuion and Dave 
games left in the season Stoughton andRichie Le- Langtcn (Ter.) 
Runner-up-Alex Allison while the Stingers have duc held the old mark at andDave Courtice (P.G.) 
four. 52. 
"The pressure is now Lddies Doubles.Winner- 
on Birmingham,". said At Edmonton, defen- Susan Lortscher'and Pat 
Cincinnati coach Jacques ceman Ab Demarco Esterbrook (Smi.) 
Demers after Wed- scored three times in the Runner-u~Mala 
nesday's win. third period to bring the Galawski and Anna Kawa 
In the only other WHA Oilers from behind and (Kit.) 
game Wednesday, Ed- tie New England. 
monton Oilers and New Demarco, who was Mixed Doubles.Winner- 
England Whalers tied 4-4. beaten bx the Whalers' Dave Pierce and Pat 
"We just let a ~reat Dave Keon for a Esterbrook(Smi.) 
opportunity to sew it up breakaway goal just 50 Runner.up-Phfllip and 
get away from us," said seconds into the third Emily Wilson (Kispiox) 
Bulls coach Glenn Son- period. 
CANUCK 
A CANADIAN COMItANY 
TRUCK 
RENTAL 
C i'ew Cabs, ¾ Tons, 
½ Tons, Suburbans, 
Jimmies, Conventional 
and 4x4's. 
For rental information 
oontaot Terrace Agent: 
im McEwan 
Telephone 636.4941 
Dealer Lioenoe Number 1492A ' Terraoe, B,C, 
# 
e 
. . .  ; , .  . . .  . . . .  "~.~ . . . . . .  • . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Two hundr~! and seventy.seven youngsters 
are in  on Terraces' first Minor Soccer 
'Association that will be starting to play May 6 
and will utilize local elementary school playing 
fields, 
Publicity representative of the newly formed 
soccer association Brian Dorrington explains 
that the qnthusiasm captured in the men's Eoccer 
association huB Bpilled over for the benefit of the 
youngBters. The adult 's association reportedly 
influencial pull in getting the minor league off 
the ground. . 
A real problem has arisen from the over- 
Terrace soccer fans form 
whelming response to registration in the league "The concept of a Terrace minor soccer 
it needs more coaches, association was originally born by Gord Me- 
Brian said there are a potential 22 teams in the Connel and Mike Brady. The two have brought a 
league with only~2 coaches BO far signed-up. The amazing amount of young people and coaching 
ideal staffing ratio for teams ff one coach and staff into the organization already but we stillt 
one coaching assistant for each group of youn- need many more bodies to run the many teams." 
stars. 
With thiB cause as it's main objective the 
organization is holding a specieS meeting at the 
board room of the Terrace swimming pool 
Thursday night. If interested but unavailable to 
attend call Brian at 635-4222 or 638-1347. Mike 
Brady Is also involved in the search for coaches. 
He's available at 638-1884. ", 
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minor  soccer association this year 
the near future Dorrington said. Right now the 
association sustains itself with funds from the $5 
registration fee charged each player. 
Again, this season will start May 6 and needs 
coaches immediately. If interested call Brian or 
says Derrington. Mike at the above numbers. 
If .fear of lousing summer holidays is a 
The two-hundred and sBventy-seven players problem don't worry, Brian explained the league 
will be split into 10 teams of ages 6-8, 6 teams of 9- as being composed of two parts. The opening 
10 years, 4 teams of 11-12 and 2 teams of 13-16 season runs from May to June and lays dormant 
years, estimated Brian. during the summer months. September,. or 
Sponsores fo r  various teams and the ~ sometime in late fall, the association will fire-up 
organization as a whole, will.be approached in again to finiBh with play-offs later. 
Outfielder guilt threatens 
$450,000 pay cheque 
- An annual salary of Angels' owner) not to pay Minnesota Twins in a 
HS0,000 is too much for me for the month--I want free-agent deal last year, 
an outfielder, hitting .051 to give him his money's took himself out of the 
~th two hitS in 39 at-bats, worth," Bostock t01d the lineup Tuesday night 
says Lyman Bnstock of Los Angeles Times in an when the Angels Peat 
baseball's California interview published Seattle Mariners 6-1 in an 
American League game. rods  . . ~y 
" l l  he (butry) won't 
keep the money, I'II ask 
him to give it to some 
kind of organization that 
can use the money," the 
outfielder added. 
Bestock I acquired from 
Eleven run inning top for Toros i 
"This may be the year of erupted for II runs in tlw Missions dropped from 
the big inning for the second inning Tuesday first into a tiireeway tie 
Tucson Tores, while the against Tacoma nd went for second, half a game 
Eastern Division race in on to a 17-I0 victory over back of the Gulls, losing 
the Pacific Coast League the Yankees. to the Portland Beavers 
has begun to resemble The .loss dropped I04. Malcolm Lord scored 
"Queen for a Day" .  Tacoma sack into a first- Tied with the Missions ]with just 16 seconds 
The Toros, who set a place tie with .I-Is waif in are Tueson, the early [remaining in the game to 
modern league record the Western Diwsion as division leader, and the [give California Surf a 1-0 
Sunday by sending 19 the Islanders roues over Phoenix Giants,  6-2 |victory over Vancouver 
batters tothe plato in a the Vancouver Canadians winners over [Whitecaps in a North 
14-run inning against he 5.3. . . . . . . .  Al.buquer.q.ue for their |American Soccer League 
. Albucluerque Dukes. Salt Lage uity necume thlra stralgat wetory, igame before' 10,602 
" " ' ~ the third team m as many Tucson centerfielder |Tuesday night. 
I r~  1 11  I days to sit atop the Rusty Torrea set a PCL 
D.K~rl~d~ ~r~h ~r~ I 1 | Eastern Division as the record when he socked | A shot l~y the Surf's 
.1 Jgg~A.Pd:~ lL JL  I Gtms edged the Spokane two triples in the second- IAnselmoVieioso bounced 
loft a Vancouver defender • i, I nd ians  3-2. San jose s inning uproar . .  • 
" - ~ ' sneer the goal mouth r and 
Surfs slight 
Caps' 
Lordleaped high to boot s
shot thai dipped past ~e 
• feet of Whitecaps goalie 
Phil Parkes. 
"A•e•e  has vowed not to 
accept his April pay 
cheque unless he can' 
break out of his slump. 
,'If I don't do well the 
• st of April, I'm going to 
mk Mr. Autr~ (the 
National League , American League 
Whitey Herzng is not ~elded by Tomato pit- hand-cuffed the Dodgers "Rag-gie! R~-gleY' Stadium with a record- in  the opening inning 
easily satisfied, ehing in 10 games, with his deceptive cbant~d-the 15,62Stabs at tying three nome .rims " in following singles by 
HisKaneasCityRoyals Kansas City got its serewbalI Tuesday night, Yankee Stadium. ,, his last three at-bats in Willie Wilson and Hal 
had just won their elghth o~er run. re. the third ~eRedspoui lded away "Loo-iel  Loo-iel the final game of the1977 MoRse, a strikeout, a 
game m a row--a 5.0 when ~reu smgi~, smm at Los Angeles starter chanted the 18,928 fans at World Series and in his double steal, a pop out 
whitewashing of Toronto secona..ananscored on tmn Sutton. Sutton was Fenway Vark. first at-bat this year~ and an intentional walk, 
Blue Jays on Tuesday-- Porter-s nsse h i t . . .d r iven  from the mound in Re=uSe Jackson and h.o,~At Boston,~.o o¢~=.the Red=,,_ Sex,. ~puuom' mm~eu . . . . . . .  th-e 
and the skipper of major .Theo.spoeay Royals ran me fifth after a two-run Luisr1~ant both heard the =,.='~.=~G..=.~=~h.~'Z~  Blue Jays to five singles 
league baseball's hottest a~ will fin .~eman.e~k,. 'homer by Morgan gave chants Tuesday, and both ,uuso . . . . .  ,~=v== =~.~..=ff=~. ,v= while striking" out recur 
team. was. lamen.un.g the stewing to.st .l~sss m me me. sees an 8-1 acl- resp6nded with typical mree runs m me sixes on ,,.~. ,.,^~.~ . , .  ,. . . . .  and not walking a batter. 
J [~MI4 ;H  J~L I J I Jgn#l l  o bw v -& ta l l  fact nls CLUWS mtung Is nrst ~ree mmn@. van u~ge. verIormances . . . . . . . .  Bruce Bach e scored 
not coming around as it "We have the move of Jchn Montefasco pit- --Jackson.. New' York's u'zp~e ona ~t~cg ~ur- , . . . . . .  a a,,,,,o ~,, o 
should. • every pitcher in the ched three-hit ball home run hitter, greeted lesen's,.a, s crifice,. ,~...-. ,.flY' then^, thwd'" . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  as Seattle parlayed 
"I'm happy we'vewon league timed 'and he .ng.ainstAtlantabutgotno BsltimorerelieverTippy ~n=~n~,~ ' "~=.,,1'~" '~ four hits into a victory lease nnd price/ 
eight in a row, but we (Lemanczyk) is no( one neap from his ~an' Martinez with a leadoff ---.:.-: . . . .  :o .~,  .- over Nolan'Ryan and aLto.c0 s~,m.0o 
really haven't been ef the fastest ,"  .said Francisco teem-mates homer in the nlnth inning, eacrmce anu dac~ ~o,¢,,,-~- ~ntt]~ ,'or- or simply return or dmply return 
hitting like we can," said Herzog. "Theretore~ usa me ~raves only run giving the Yankees a 4-3 . . . . . . . . . .  Brohamer's RBI single, veballer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Paul Mitchell 
the 47-year-old native of we're able to get a gse~ was unearned. Preston victory over the Orioles. ms tourmm~ ox me game. ~=~,,,,~ st~ hlt~ and wa~ 
New Athens, Ill., ~ his lead." . Hanna, who combined Tiant, Boston's crafty FISK HITS DOUBLE ,'~,~"~"-~r-'~n"~"l~, . . . . . . .
third full season at the • After me departure of with Adrian vevme on a righthander, made his Brohamer went to ; '~ ,~ ' - ,o ,~ ' "~= th~ 
helm of the Royals. "Our Leman.ezy.k: the Royals one,S, tter f.orAtkn, t, was first relief appearance second on the throw to the ~,,",~7,'7,'~'~=~ . . . . . . .  
tchin has been can' - were nero m us~ mree me ~enenetary oz It , • pi g Y Jc . sinee 1972 and his first late, and after Carl . . . . . . . . . . . . .  "" 
ingns." . . hi.tsbYD.on.Kir.kwoodan.d  The vie~ry, broke a appearanee this season-- ~:strzemaki was walked R~an was hurt by s~ 
That  was paruy ume Mil~.e. w'.dl.ls, mm~vooa, ~.OUrl~ame t smg streag heurs after eoming off the intentionally, Carlton w a.w,s an_~. m ree..wu.n 
Tuesday as Paul Splittorf mamng nLs, sec..onn.ap- tot. me .~ravsa nn.was disabledlist--a~id pitched Fiak ribned a t~,o.out plccnes. Tne t~alifomta 
pitched a fivehit[er for paarsnee mr me Jays omy melt seeenn ox me three hitless innings. The double ~i~-the left field right-~nder struck out 
• his third win in as many since being acquired a sea sen. Red Sex rallied with two wall, driving in . the ~venm pass ~am .~c- 
starts ,  lowering his week ago from Chiengo B . . . . . . . . . . . .  runs in the ninth inning winnin~ run, vowed ,ann move mm 
earned-~m-; average-~ .,~l~te .~ox, , [ laveup u.nna.~ e'~nu~,V_ for their sixth straight At ~ronto, Otis con.-13thldaceon the aU-t/me 
4 .u .~.~~~!;~.~t~uw_~l imHur~le  in _ ..nay ~m'~l..S an.a ~r.uc.e victory, a 7~6 decision nected for the first ~rand strikeout line with a total 
.-BQt~i~e~/l~;~.wetlili~d~aiid.Free!Patek . ~ i t te r  .ee.molll.ea¢o pgeQ:: *6i, e-r ~ [be .... Milwhu~e6 alum hom'~.r of his ea'-ree~ of 2,459. 
" ,~ '~ ls  teed off on inthesixthw.h.ilefanning an, e|gn~-nJ.tter aria Brewers. F r e e  G a r (  
Toronto starter Dave live over 32-3 ianmga, oatwryma~ Dave naa~ "I hear it all; I know 
Lemanezyk for five runs ' ~ve  In me e.venmm what's happening," said 
on six-hits over the first . wmmng run,.  ~eaaln,g Jackson. "When the 
tmleago over Montreal. le sense a home run Rod and ~ . ~  21-3 innings. The decisive Pete Ross, the Cin- . p , , • ' . " blow was Amos Otis's cinnati third baseman Burris...westouch. ec]fora h~ey holler, 'Reg-giel 
Of fer  ~'~ it was a one more vietory: over ~t~eighth.~ning relief c rowd-p leas ing  per- ~.  fastbali, but I don't real ly  Los Angeles tonight Just ne~_p ;rein. ~mxer.. _ .  former. "I dichi't even know," Otis said of his might be the h~ggest of ,,_~ne tam. ecorea, Do~ remember about the 
mew runs m me secona, n er' he dislocated the momentous homer, the season for the Reds . . . . .  fi ~g ( 
,, one on a aOUDle, lay de f er on his it which cleared the left The Dogers won the . . . ~w..a. in x lag4 p -  
grounaer ny Manny ",~r~o centre-field fence 380 feet pennant last year  in . . . . . . . . .  , ehing hand during spring 
,, ,, unu me omer on naaer s I t anfed to k away .with plenty to April, Rosssaid, Andff __  training). |us w 
spare. "I was just trying we beat them again, they single, get someone out." 
to get a, hit--and stay have to be thinking." Pinch-hitter Bobby Each time Tlant got 
warm." " Cincinnati hand~ the Valentine hit a two.nth someone out, the familiar 
" l 'm sur rised that Do era a 113 " , ' p ,, g - beatine double with two out in the cry of "Lso-ie! Loo-iel 
(Otis.s) ball went out,. Tuesday niJht. ~ the .~.venth inning snap a 1-1 echoed through the 
said Herzog, wnese cm? series "opener ~uonuay. ue and lead New York stands. Tiant goc 
now sports an 8-1 record night, tl/~Rods wereJwt over" St, Louis. Valen- everyone out, exceptfora 
and helds down top spot as impressive, rolling tins'o hit down the left walk in the ninth inning. 
In-the American League over the defending, field line followed Willie In other American , 
West Divisl°n' " ' " " N'ati°n'al Loal~qle baseball Montanez's °he ' °s t  I~'~lgue 'games' Kansas i , : '~ ' 
"That was a nuseran[e cnsmp~on 8-2. double and walks to Lee City Royals blanked 
day.,' In two victories, Can- Mazzim and l~nch-hittor Toronto Blue Jays 5-0 for 
"I felt like an old man einnatiscored 19runs and EdKranepocl thatloaded their eighth consecutive I 
.with arthr i t is ,"  said recorded 31 hits. The thebases, triumph on Paul Split- 
Royais second baseman Reds collected 16 hits Right-hander .Joe torff's five-hit pitching 
Frank White. Tuesday including home Nield'o pitched a four- and Amos Otis's grand I 
HIT FIVE SINGLES runs by Ken Griffey, hitter and drove in two slam homer, and Seattle 
Splittorf, who He.rzog George FoB_tar, Joe runs to spark Houston Mariners turned back 
said"hadabaosl~rmgY _Morgon and Jolmy over San Diego. After California Angeis6-1. 
limited the mue days ,~ ~onch. bunting home a run. Three other scheduled 
five singles--by Ric This is our best during a two-run Antro games were rained out-- 
Cerone in the third .in- team," said Cincinnati rally in tbe socond inning ChieagoatDetreit, Texas 
ning,Doug Ault and.Jo.nn .manager Sl~rky_ An- off .losing ° pitcher Be5 at Cleveland and Oakland 
Mayberry leading .art ~.ne .aerson. "If. the. Doters Shirley, mS&re s_ingled at Minnesota. 
fifth, Ault Bgam In me ueac us this year, it's home another off Padre "I knew the game was 
seventhBndBob Bailer in because we.  badly reliever RoWe FingerE over when thebat made 
• thenlnth, misjudged our talent," when the Astros sCored contact,"' said Jackson, 
"I went strictly .with "Winning these first two more in the eighth, wholhad rocked Yankee 
two pitches--my fast ball two games doesn't really . . . .  
and straight change,~' mean that much. The 
• said Splittorf, who struc..x only thing I can say for I f "X I 
out four and did not wam " sure, we won't be Ter raee  l 
a batter in raising games back in May like 
major-league record h~ • we were last year," 
92-76. Anderson said:. 
Kansas City got infield CUBS BEAT EXPOS 
hits from Willie Wilson In other 'National 
and HaFMcRae to open League ~ames Tuesday, 
the: game and, after At]anta~lraves I~atsun 
George Brett struck out, Francisco, Giants 1-0, 
the lrtoyals pulled off a Chicago Cubs defeated 
double steal. Al Cowens Montral Expos 2-1, New 
pop l~i to catcher Cerone York Mete beat St. Louis 
~or the second out and Cardinal 3-2 and Houston 
Lemanezyk~ then in- Astros defeated San 
tentionally .Walked left- Diego Padres 5-1. Rain 
handed hitter Darrell caused al~s~onement of 
Porter to' get to Otis, a me Pl~Uauetpma- 
right-hander. Pittsburgh game. 
Tghe movebackf i red With a 9-3 record, the 
when Otis jumped on the Reds are two games up 
Toronto ~tarter s2-2 pitch ~ en both the Dogers and 
and sent it into the stands San Fra~eisco, and will 
for his second homer of go for a sweep of the 
the  season. Dogers series tonight 
• I t '  was  the seventh when Tom Hume, 24 
home runsurrendered by starts against Dogers ace 
Lemanezyk, now 0-3, this Tommy John,2-0. " 
• season land  :the 19th~ Whi le  Fred Norman 
INCOME 
The Surf outsho~ 
Vancouver 17-9, 
dominating most of the 
game. Parkes had made 
three saves before the 
deciding shot,. Dave 
Jokeret made two saves 
in !he Surf ?pal. 
. i FOR PRIVATE USEOR BUSINESS 
• • AUTOVEST 
Before you Uuy, Investlpto the advantages of this rent- 
to.own plan. All monies paid apply to purchaH. Why 
tie up your cash or borrowing power. 1st end last 
months rent and drays away. 
EXAMPLES 
Based on 35 month lease 
78 F ~0 plckupJ 78 SconollM Van I 78 C 100 Chev B[ 
SI48.00 per month I $13&00per month i S129.00 per month 
lease end price i lease end prlcei lease and price 
g,tTS.0O I I1,97S.00 I SI~TS.00 . 
or simply return I or slm~ly return I or simply return 
78 Camera HT I 78 Zephyr Sedan I 78 Dodge Van 
$139.00 per month I S124.00per month I Sl29.00 per month 
lease end price lease end price 
78 Fiesta 3 dr. 70 FI50 4 x 4 
S~.00 per month S1SS,O0per month 
lease end price lease end price 
re.e0.00 S2,~IS.OO 
or slmlll ~ ralurn ,or simply relurn 
/ 
$I,07|.00 
simply return 
78 aids Cutlass 
$139.00 per msn~h 
lease end price: 
S2,02S.00 
or simply return. 
i 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION I I  
CALL  LARRY HAYES-  R ICHARDS 
I COLLECT 987-7111 BELMONT LEASING LTD. i l i0 MARINE DRIVE NORTH VANCOUVER, B.C.D.00479A 
FreeGarcia 
RodandReel 
O fer 
Garcla 
2430 Black Rod 
When 
LuYOU buy 
nd Boat  J 
before May6th  
Mitchell 206 
Manual Ball 
TAX 
SERVICE 
'*'s easyl "l:ake 
)ur, pick from 
line of Lund 
ishing boats, 
the boat off 
;. betore May 
th 1978 and 
you've got 
a FREE 
nd reel. Lund 
professional 
for the sport 
fisherman. 
--P ANO 635"2525 
. SMALL BUSINESS 
INCOME TAX PREPARATION 
"NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY" 
$10 and 
up See your participating Lund dealer today. 
4602,.AZF, LLV Avg.  TERRAI)E EQUIPMENT SALES LTD. 
.TERRACE B.C. USe Groi| Avenue Dealer No. 01249A Phone 636-6384 
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Neutron bomb 
in France 
PARIS (AP) - -  The President Valery Giscard 
newspaper France Soil" d'Estaing has not yet 
says France has exploded made the decision to 
an experimental neutron continue development of
bomb at Mururoa Atoll, the neutron bomb "but it 
its South Pacific test is almost sure that he 
will." base. 
Political writer Pierre The French govern- 
Sainderiehin says that ament  has .made no an- 
"senior military officer" nouncements about 
told him the explosion nuclear tests at Mururoa 
was a "full-scale labo- since testing there was 
rataryex~riment." moved underground in 
The wnter says three 1975 following pretests 
or four years would be from countries around 
needed to solve problems, the Pacific against 
:'parti, cu_larlY,el elec~ nuclear explosions in the 
.runic, uuu ,~.  up atmosphere. 
operational neutron Officials refuse to 
bomb. He says the device confirm or deny the 
testedwas too large to be reports that the guy- 
used as an artillery war- eminent is developing a
head. neutron bomb. Asked 
BUt he says the test put about that last October, 
France "on about the Defence Minister Yvon 
same level as the United Bourges would say only 
States and l0 years ahead that France "was not 
of the Soviet Union" in excluding any type of 
neutron weaponry, weapons" from its nu- 
Sainderiehm says clear-research program. 
World Briefs 
ST. PAUL, Minn. (AP) something," said 
- -  Most of the last-minute Reynolds who was also 
tax questions are routine celebrating his 25th birth- 
to the U.S, Internal day. 
Revenue Service agents 
who handle thousands of NEW YORK (AP)'-- A 
them this time of year. woman says that when 
But there are exceptions, she andher husband went 
For example, Bill to a female psychologist 
Knight of the l-ocul office for counseUing, the 
tolls about the farmer doctor advised the 
who "wanted us to tell 
him the useful life of a 
bull. We told him flatly, 
'We can't depreciate your 
bull, and secondly, I 
believe you'tce asking the 
wrong party.'" 
Then there was the one 
from a woman who 
wanted to know ff her 
daughter's wedding costs 
were deductible. 
Told they were not, the 
woman replied: "'Well, I 
don't approve of the man 
my daughter is 
marrying. Can I take a 
casualty loss?"' 
The answer was' still 
no. 
PITTSBURGH (AP) -- 
Katie Genley is a hired 
lip. She'll use hers if 
you're too shy, embar- 
rassed or don't have time 
to use your own. 
The 27-year-old Pitt- 
sburgh woman is the 
founder and sole operator 
of Lipservice. For a fee, 
she ' l l  make those 
telephone calls that you 
.can't or won't. 
She's patched up 
romances, settled 
arguments and fielded 
more than her share of 
requests for stand-in 
obscene telephone calls. 
BOSTON (AP) -- Four 
years ago, Roger 
Reynolds was given little 
chance of walking again 
after a parachuting 
accident. 
Now he has fulfilled his 
ambition--to run the 
Boston Marathon. 
And he did it at better 
than nine minutes a mile, 
husband to move out. 
Then the couple divorced, 
and two weeks later the 
doctor married the man. 
The woman is claiming 
malpractice. 
Justice Martin Stecher, 
in Manhattan Supreme 
Court, refused Tuesday to 
dismiss the suit. Penny 
Savader, 35 and the  
mother of two, filed i t  
against Nit. Karp, who 
practiced at One Fifth 
Ave., asking $306,500 in 
damages. 
Ms. Karp, of Green- 
port, had asked that the 
suit be dismissed on the 
Ound that it was ae- 
y analienation-of- 
affection suit• Such 
lawsuits have been 
OutlaWed' in New York 
state since 1935. 
But the judge said, 
"The action is not, on its 
face, an action for 
alienation of affections, 
criminal conversation, 
seduction or breach of 
• contract o marry; it is 
an action for malpractice 
by a licensed psy- 
chologist." 
Mrs. Savader also 
contended that she 
became "extremely at- 
tached" to Ms. Kay. in 
their doctor-patten/ 
re la t ionsh ip  a f te r  
treatments began in 
January, 1975. 
She said Ms. Karp 
abruptly ended the 
treatments in February, 
1977, "for her own im- 
rOper motives," causing ' 
• Savader "mental 
and emotionial 
discomfort and retarded 
psychological progress 
finishing the ~uelling 40- and aggravated her 
kilometre race Monday in condition." 
an unofficial time of three The couple was 
hours and 50 minutes, divorced June 5,1977, and 
"I don't like to be told Ms. • Karp married 
Savader twoweeks later. 
Still no sign of.Moro's body 
R O M E  (AP)  - -  The tracks on the ground. ICE NOT CRACKED 
search for former ROADS BLOCKED . Residents of Co.rvar¢ 
premier Aide More s Snow up to four metres said they near. e 
body continued today deep b-locked roa~ helicopter hovering n.em 
amid speculation that he through the pine and the lake early Tuesday, 
Red Brigades' _ an-  chestnut, forests indicating a body.mlghl 
nouncement of his death surrounding take nave nesn uroppea xrem 
was a ruse. Duehessa, so military the air. However, the ice 
Divers, trained helicopters took the over the lake was nol 
mountain dogs and searchers in from the cracked. , 
hundreds of otl~.rs we~ village of Corvaro, five, Officials also were 
search' in an, around kilometrea way. ~,~.~;,~ ~.~nn~t~ th~t 
snoweouna take we looKeu m that lake • ou--" woman motor. 
Duchess, 115 kilometres anddmother one nearby, ~ , ,~t  ~tanned in Cur. 
northsast~ff Rome, where butl there was nothing," v~-o-on"l~o~d-ay-askin~ 
ommuni ue received Poll~e Col Federico a...-.....o ,,. m., ZOO,,, o a e ¢~ , ~ i l  i i l~ l l t iV l i i l  i v  l l l~ i~ lu i l v ,  i l l  
Tuesda said the body Marzolla said. But we ~, , ,  ~.~i~,.,~ -aradise 
would ~ found. Experts . are going to continue the al~out "l"i"~netr~s wide 
said the message, ap:, .~'.~ search..,, " " i and a one-half kilometre 
neared to have ueen What puzzms us .  s lomz 
~itten by the terrorists that the surface of Laze ~'  _ . , 
who grabbed More four Duchessa was completely The Red . ..Bri.ga.oes 
weeks .ago and killed his frozen, and covered by. a announcement,, mat ~om, 
five bodyguards. But no thtck layer of snow, with had been executed 
trace of the bedx was no indication that anyone "_mcr.easea pressure on t n.e 
found Tuesday, leading could have been there in clwiszian t~emoorau¢ 
• ,, • evernment tostiffen the officials to speculate thet months . . .  , j~ . . . . . . .  
the communique was a lie said mere were rows agams( ~erronsm. 
trick to take police away dozens of small lakes in Some I[alians urged the 
from the hunt for the kid- the urea to be checked." 
napp ere or a hoax to "The place is full of rl['1.M~e_1 . . . .~a .  
furfher the terrorists' snow," be said. "There L r JLUUIIt  
psychol0 "eal warfare are so many lakes, . . 
o.o;.ot ~',~ "lmur/~eois" besides the ones the ter- - -The  first incidence of 
~P~'~ . . . . . . . . .  .'° ra~i~ts mentioned You civil disobedience this 
~rh"e search was ~ve--to dredge all of year at . the .  Trident 
,,,;d~n,vl.nder floodlights them " " nuclear sunmarme a~ 
dt~g ' "~e night ~ a ~rchers  in green _resulted in the _a~esc 
flooded stone quarry battle fatigues and •t~ues~ay ot anti-Trident 
beside a highway 10 frogm_eninbla.ckwetsni~ leader James DougLass; 
kilometresfmmthelake, found a few ~raegs ou! ,,tmngm~,aC~en~ve~o~ 
Invest, aters said the they were unable t~ t~reuno zero uen re o 
metal ~egnace b tween the determine when they ha(] NonViolent Act ion" 
road and the ant  had been made or whethez adjoining the base, will 
• ~' t r  been cut, and-¢~ere were they were made by be charged with ~reen y 
Signs of automobile tire people, onto government 
return of the deat.~ 
penalty, banned after the 
Second World War. 
A fe~J~hours after the 
communique was 
retrieved from a Rome 
trashean,, the Senate 
opened debate on a 
government package el 
law.and-order measures. 
Approval is certain since 
the government drew 
them up after con- 
sultation with the Com- 
munists and other par. 
ties. 
The measures make 
life imprisonment 
mandatory for kid- 
nappers who kill, permit 
prosecutors wider use of 
information gained b3 
wiretaps, allow police to 
interrogate suspecte 
without their lawyers and 
require all tenants to 
register with thepolice to 
make it more difficult for 
terrorists to.hide out. 
arrest 
property after being 
barred," said a base 
public affairs officer. 
Douglass and four 
others from the centre 
were distributing anti- 
Trident leaflets near the 
gate Tuesday morning. 
He was taken to 
Bremerton city jail for 
transfer to Seattle in the 
custody of federal mar, 
shals. 
"whatever 
your 
p i te l l  ... 
STRI.KE 
IT 
? 
RICH! 
W. 
back . • <: 7~; 
!oPanam. a, 
- -  Cheering'i'n the streets been in operation, Ile,*i~]i 
of Panama City, said. , .  ~..._,_~i~ 
jubilation in the White But Torrq.os o~lou:s~y~ ~ 
House and relief in the .was re iev~ ana emma 
U.S. S~nate greeted final at the .Senate_ 68-~2 
approval of the Panama approval oz me ~,,, , , ,  
canal treaties, pact Tuesday. " r , ' '  v'' 
• But . there, were "This treaty enos 
predictions m colonialism," he said. " ! .  
Washington that the con- feel nroud that I ac- 
troversy and debate will comp~shed our mission." 
continue as the House of From Senate opponents 
Representatives con- of the treaties came 
siders legislation to condemnation. 
implement the .~eaties, IGNORES WISHES ' 
which gradually .g!ye The naekage s up- " 
Panama control oz me ,,reval, tlmy said, was a 
canal during the nex.t ~. ~etreat from national 
years ano wn.icn ~reatnessand ignored the 
guarantee the water- ~rvent wishes of the 
way s continued ~reat majority of U.S. 
neutrality thereafter. ~;,;,~us - 
GeSp.eak(~ngDnt~loeV~io°n: ;:~thPer?idecnotnv~ancrte(~ i ~ 
Panama s chiefof-state, . - -- 
said he had been pro- Americans evenmauy 
red to resort to will accept the treaties as 
pa . . . . . .  being in 'qhe best interest -violence if me seeona . . ,, 
treaty had been defeated oz our nation. 
"P~ a , ,hm; f  t lu~ ig-~ne ~ ' Panama's  citizens 
ne'~wne'go'"[iat]o"ns'~v]t-h the listened to the voting by 
United States, he said, radio, then hundreds of 
"would mean shame, the them flocked to celebrate , 
. . . .  • ;~-,,~ ~v~,-~i~ntv" ' in what one observer 
"~o~l j~ tol(l--a'~ws called "a b!g drunken 
conference that if the street par|y. 
Senate had not ratified I t  later was softened by 
the treaty.., '.'we were l .an~ge .~sertlnlg that  
going to taze me mum o~ me vmtea ~tates has no 
violent liberation." intention of intervening in 
"By tommorrow the Panama's internal af- 
carla[ would not have fairs. 
TAKE A LOOK AROUND 'YOUR 
?+.!. ;+~I 
ATTIC, GARAGE, RUMPUS ROOM 
AND TURH .YOUR DON'T WANTS INTO CASH 
,. 3o THIS SPEOIALDAYsRATE5 DO LLItR S 
LINES 5 • tram wreck . .  , • " " . Thirty persons were injured, $9~ to passengers killed in a train wreck on seriously injured and $31 
to those slightly hurt. , 
Print your ads in the squares on the coupon. Be sure to include 
your .telephone number and leave a blank space between words. 
India's west coast, at 
least 10 died in a tornado 
on the other side of' the 
country, and seven 
persons perished across 
the Bay of Bengal in a 
storm in Bangladesh. 
The Bombay- 
Ahmadabad express 
slammed into the back-of 
a st:mding suburban train 
abe.it 50 kilometres north 
of Bombay Tuesday 
night, killing 30 persons 
and injuring at least 60, 
the United News of India 
agency reported. 
The last two cars of the 
suburban train were 
knocked off the tracks. 
They contained com- 
partments reserved for 
women, and many of the 
casualties were women 
or children. 
Railway officials said 
an inquiry has been or- 
dered into the accident. 
They announced that $125 
will be paid to the family 
of eachverson fatally 
At least I(} persons 
were killed Tuesday and 
many others injured 
• when a tornado hit Ka- 
rimpur, about• 150 
kilometres northwest of 
Calcutta, and several 
nearby villages, police 
said. The tornado fiat- 
toned at least 20 villages 
and left more than 10,000 
homeless. 
• It was the second killer 
tornado in the area in 
three days. Newspapers 
estimated that at least 
300 people were killed in 
the storm Sunday that bit 
the Keonjhar-. area of 
Orissa state. 
In Bangladesh, seven 
persons died Tuesday 
afternoon in houses 
collapsed by heavy winds 
that battered the districts 
of Kushtia and 
Mymensingh. The storm 
also hit Dacca, the 
capital, but no casualties• 
were reported. 
items may not exceed $250 in value. Price must be included lathe 
advertisement. 
Your advertisement will run for five consecutive days upon 
receipt of coupon and accompanying payment. 
No cancellations ol" refunds. 
No business ads please. 
Advertisements must meet the Daily Herald advertising stun. 
dards. 
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HBULD DALLY .... Mail Coupon with ..00 cash Cheque or Money Order to: 
"SlRIKE IT RICH" "Strike it Rich" Ads 
The Daily Herald 
ADS 321 Zalum 
Please allow one space between words Terrace, B.C. VSG 4B4 
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V ,  
right to classify ads under 
approprlste hea~lngs and to 
set rates therefore and to 
determine page location. 
The Herald reserves the 
right to revise, edit, classify 
or reject any advertisement 
and to retain any answers 
dlrecled to the Herald Box 
Reply Service, ondto repay 
the customer the sum paid 
for the advertisement and 
box rental. 
BOx replies on ';Hold" 
Instructions not picked up 
CLASS IF IED RATES 
LOCAL ()NLY: 
20 words or less $2.00 par 
;nsertion, over 20 words 5 
cents per word. 
3 or more consecutive In- 
sertions $1.S0 per Insertion. 
REFUNDS: 
First Insertion chsrged for 
whether run or not. 
,~U)solufely no refunds after ~ 
ad hes been set. 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made before 2nd 
Insertion. 
Allowance can be 'made for 
_only one Incorrect ad. 
6OX NUMBERS: 
75 cents pick up. 
$1.25 mailed. 
within 10 days of expiry of an 
odvertlsement will be 
destroyed unless mailing 
Instructions are received. . 
Those . answering Box  
Numbers are requested not 
to send Originals of 
documents to avoid loss.. 
All claims of errors In 
.advertlsbments must be 
recalved by th e publisher 
within 30 days after the first 
publlzafton. 
It Is agreed by the ad. 
vertlzar, requesting space 
that th~ liability of the 
Herald In the event of failure 
to publish an advertisement 
or In the event oe an error 
appearing In the ad" 
vertlssment as publlshed 
shall be limited to the 
amount paid by  the ad. 
vertIler for only one In- 
correct" Insertion for the 
portlen of the advertlslng 
space occupled by the in. 
corred or omltted Item only, 
and that there shall be no 
lloblllly to any event greater 
then the amount paid for. 
such advertlalng. 
Advert isements must  
comply with the British 
Columbia Human Rights Act 
which pr0hiblts" any ad. 
vertlsing that discriminates 
against any person because 
of hls race, religion, sex, 
color, natlonsllty, ancestry 
or place of ol:lgln, or because 
his age IS between 44 and 
years; Unlessthe condition Is 
IuMIfled by a .bona f ide 
requirement for the work 
Involved. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: , 
Rates available upon 
request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
RATE: 
22 cents par agate'line. 
Minimum charge $5.00 par 
Insertion. 
LEGAL - POLITICAL AND 
TRANSIENT AD- 
VERTISING: 
$3.60 per column Inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
$4.00 per line per month. 
On a 4 month basis only. 
DEADLINE 
DISPLAY: 
4:00'p.m. 2 days prior to 
i~Jbllcatlon day. 
CLASSIFIED: 
1:00 p.m. day  prior to'  
publication day. .. 
Service charge of ~ . "on  all 
N.S.F. cheques. 
WEDDING DESCRIP- 
TIONS: 
No charge provided news 
submifl4d wlthln one month. 
35.00 l~roducflon cherge for 
wedding and,0r engagement 
plcture~. Nmws of weddlnga 
• ~" ~'r~,~Up!)~ :  rece!ved 'bh~ 
,~~'~ore  after event 
• B.C; 5 days a week 
Monday to Friday, of. 
ternams 
PUBL ISHER 
Don Cromack 
SUBSCRIPT ION 
RATES 
E f fec t ive  October 1, 
1977 " 
Single Copy 20c 
By Car r ie r ,  ruth 3.00 
By Carr ier  year  36.00 
By Ma i l  3 ruth 12.00 
$10.00 charge,  with or 
without pldure. Subled to 
condensation. Payable In 
advance. 
CLASSIFIED " AN- 
NOUNCEMENTS: 
Births. 5.50 
Funerals 5.50 
Cards of Thanks 5.50 
Memorial Notices 5-50 
PHONE 635.6357 
Classified Advertising Dept. 
ByMai l -  
• By Mai l  
Senior Citizen year  
20,00 
British Commonwealth and 
United States of America 1 
year 51.00. 
• Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
..... VaG 2M9 
Telephone: 
• 112.604.635-6357 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & District 
Thornhill & District 
• . ::: Phone 635.6357 
6mth22.00  Alternative Energy En- 
year40.00 thuslasts - Solar,• Wind, 
Methane, Hydroelectric, 
Wood etc.. Are you currently 
designing or experimenting 
with small.scale renewable 
energy systems? The 
Pacific Rim Education 
Project is setting up a 
Northern Network to 
facilitate development ot 
such systems. Pictures and 
prelect descriptions are 
needed for a booklet to be 
published this spring. Write 
BOx 707, Terrace, B.C. (wthf 
to moyl.1) 
Nodhern "Nelghbours, - a 
consumer oriented food co- 
op, will be holding their bl- 
monthl~ genera*l -meeting 
Wed. at 7:30 p.m. April 26. In 
• the Senior Citizen Room at 
the Recreational Centre.. : 
HerH0gbone, a one.act play 
by  Tom Cone, directed by 
Morw:Halsor, will be per- 
formed at the Terrace Little 
Theatre at ep.m. on Friday, 
April 21 end Saturday April 
22, as Terrace's entry In the 
8;C, Drbma Festlveh Ad- 
mission S2.00 at the door or 
reserve fhrough McColls 
Real Estate. 
Tlchatsare still avellable for 
all 3 performances of the 
Royal Winnipeg Ballet May 
SthandBthotthe R.E.M. Lee 
Theatre In Terrace. 
Tickets cost $8.00 - 
Reduced Price of $4 for 
Anyone Interested welcome. 
Herringbone, a one.act play 
by Tom Cone, directed by 
Merry Halsor, wlll be per. 
formed at the Terrace Llttle 
Theatre at 8 p.m. on Frlday, 
Aprll 21 and Saturday, Aprll 
22, as. Terrace's Little 
Theatre entry In the B.C. 
Drama Festival. Admission 
S2.00 at the door or reserve 
through' McCol ls  Real• 
Estate. 
Kltsumkalum Ski Hill are 
• holding their annual meeting 
April 20th, 7:30 p.m. et 
Cal~lonla Lecture Theatce. 
FIIn~s, reports and elactlona. 
children for Saturday 
Maffnea Performance onlY. Action Aoctlonl April ~,  
Wrlte, encloalngachequefor 1978; 1 - 4 p.m., Verltas 
tickets, to the Terrace and School Gym - 4836 Straume. 
Ols~lct ArtsCoueclh Box 35, Co,no and see what*a on. the 
Terrace, B.C. For more evdlen blockl' Everything 
Intorm0t!s0 phone 635.2101. from.., household items to 
. . . .  • . building ' supplles.,.l 
• . L' '- . . . .  t"  Proceeds. go towd~d Sacred 
The Terrace LINIe -ihse re - - . . . .  " ~as Heart Parish fund for the 
play, beavlng,ltome n~ missiona In Por~. You can 
been postponw.to ~a~uroay, ' u. . ;  ,~,,. --~ e. ~... ~ , , ,  i~thopolntosomsonu Ilfol 
,,.,~ ,,,u c,,, ~m,u-r- ,::-, Donations . of . articles 
141hdueto minor procluorton welc0mesl F~one 635<;805. 
,~aC~ , ,: .~. , , . • , . .  
! I 
: : , ,  : . ,  , : , . .  : . , ' ,  
i 
MILLS MEMORIAL 
B.C.O.A.P.O. - Annual Fall • THRIFTSHOP 
Bazaar. November lath Mil ls Memorlel Hospital 
1978. Arena Banquet Room .Auxiliary would epprec'late 
any donations of good, clean 
clothing,, any household The Vancouver Playheme, 
British Columbia's malor Items, toys etc, for their 
THRIFT SHOP. 
professional theatre wi l l  For pickup service phone 
present J,oe Ortln's 635.5320 or 6~5-~233, or leave 
outragalous black comedy donations at thb Thrift shop 
"Loot" on Wednesday May. 
17attheR.E.M.LeeTheetre on Lazelle Avenue on 
Terreca at 8 p.m. "Loot" a Saturdays between 11:00 
Ion9 running hit In London o.m. and 3:00 p.m. Thank 
and on Broadway Is a zany, you. (nc) 
bizarre upside down comedy - PARENTS IN cRISIS 
in a Mo~ty Python vein. Are you making your own 
Tlckatsareavallableln'MaY life and your chlldren"s 
at Terrace Sight and Sound miserable? Do you con. 
and Terrace Library. For stently yell at your children, 
further Informetlen call 635- or hif them, or find It hard to 
7318. "Loot" Is a part of control yo~,r angry teelings 
Kermo~e Theatre '78. toward them? 
P.I.C.'s goal Is to help you 
Kermode 'Theatre`78, the become the loving con. 
B.C. High School Drama structlve parent you really 
Festival will take place In want to be .  ' 
the R.E.M. Lee Theetre May "All Inquires absolutely 
18-20 at 8 p.n. The mainstaga confidential. 
"Showcase' consists of award Phon'e Mary or Jchn'63S.4419 
winning student plays Jane 638.8302. 
performed •nightly for ed . . . .  
ludicatlon. Tickets available 
In May from Terrace Sight 
and Sound and Terrace 
Library. 
Santo Cervello, mimest will 
perform "'Metamorphlsls', TNE HOBBY HUT 
May 18 end 19 In the Verltas 
Symat 3:30 p.'m. Ion Booth Ceramic supplies & 
will perform "Mark Twaln ln GTeenware, air brushing 
Person"May 18and 19atthe available- cuafom firing. 
Clarence Mlchlel. Gym at 3936 McNeil St, 
3:30 p.m. Tickets for both &15-9293 
performances are available " -- 
at the door at $1.00 pep ABLE EI.ECIrRIC LTD.  
person. These performances Elaclrlcal and Refrlgeratbn 
are presented in conlunotlon contrectlng. 
with Kermede Theatre '78. "l~loose wiring. 
6U4176 
The lath Annuet Arts and. 
Crafts Show, featuring art, FULLER BRUSH 
craft and hobby exhibits and Order now by phone. Phone 
soles will take place on April or make an appointment. 
22, from 10 a.m. to 10 p.m. Marnle 635-..9721. : . 
sedan April 23, from 10 a.m. 
to 5 p.m., in the Caledonia GOLDEN RULE 
Senior Secondary, gym. Odd lobs for the.lobless.' 
There will be an Phone 635.,1535. 3238 Kalum 
organizational Subs Diving (ctf) 
Club meeting Monday May, 
let. 8 ~P;m;~ in the arena :..~ . ~MIN I  EXCAVATING 
banquet r~h i ,  All Interested LTD.. ~ : .  
divers welcome. (Wee Andrews) 
Backhoe Work 
Rummage Sale: St. Hourly & Contract 
Mathews Anglican Church 63S.3479anyftme 
4726 Lazelle Avenue. (A J12) 
Saturday April 22nd 10 e.m. 
The Terrace and Dlatrict 
Community Services Soolety 
will hold their Semi.Annual 
'General Meeting on; 
Monday, April 24th, 1~8 at 
7:30 p.m. in the :Lounge Small black female cat with 
Skeanavlew Lodge. white spot under chin. Last 
Guest speaker will be Mike sun 3300 block of Thomas St. 
Barmen from SPARC of Reward offered. 638.1064 or 
B.C. who Is undertaking on 635.2148 (c4-15) 
Independent survey o f  The 
Community regarding the 
site location of the 
propesednew 50 bed personal 
end Intermediate care 
• ~acility In Terrace. 
~ Everyone welcome to Ptencrman Newman 51= 
athmdl required immediately for 
The Minus One Socl'al Club - graveyard shift~ Must be 
will hold a deuce at the ablate Supervise own crew. 
MeaonlcHall SoturdayAprll Above average rate and 
22 8:30 p.m. for single adults benefit. All roplys*otrictly 
"and over. Phone 635-4052 confidential. Pacific Inland 
or 638.1093 for further. Resources, Box 3130, 
Smlthers, B.C. or 847.2656 details. (c3.15] 
Wanted, Registered Nurse 
for part-time and poulble 
summer re l ie f  :for local 
• clinic. Apply 3210 Emerson 
~keena District Glri Gul~des St., Terrace, B.C. (c6- 
• would like to announce the 13,15,16,18,20,1) 
opening of .a Land Ranger 
Company in the Thornhill Dairy; Queen requlrss part. 
area. Girls betweanthe ages time employees for evening 
of 14 and18 who ere In. shift. Apply lnpersonat4532 
terested,pieese call 635.306) Lakelse (c3,16) 
or 638.1269 (ctf) 
British Columbia 
• Buildings Corporation 
. Baby Clinic every Tuesday : requires 
,starting at 1:30 p.m. 
• .Thornhlll Baby Cllnicevery CLERK.STEflO . • Applicants must possess a 
2nd and 4th Friday at the Secondary School Com- 
CommunltyCentrefromh30 merclal Certif icate or 
• 4:00 p.m. equivalent; a minimum 
• AdultCIInlcs./Mon. Wed. & shorthand speed o f  110 
Frl.,frorn 3:00. to 4:00 p.m.w.p.m, or labi l ity to tran. 
• V.D. CIIhlc. 3:00 p.m. every scrlbe4rom dictaphone at a 
Mon.& Thurs. good rate ~ speed; accurate 
typing speed otS0 w.p.m.; a 
RAPE BEL IEF  minimum of three years 
& CRISIS LINE Stenographic and general 
FOR WOMEN office routine experience, 
CALL 635-7551 i.e. payroll, co~tlng, work 
OR order processing etc; 
135.7725 preferably some experience 
(ctf) In buldlng management. 
Salary::.*S1,016 - $1,113; 
Weight ~, Watchers meeting Increasing August 1, 1978 to 
heldevery TueldayltT.pJn~ S1~55. $1,15S. 
at the.Knox United Church Send resume of 
Hill, 4907 ~.azldle Avenue. quallflcatlonsto: 
Mrs. Rose Pyke 
' " ', , B r i t i sh  Columbia 
INCHESAWAY CLUB Buildings Corl~ratlon 
Meet every Tuesday night at 4827 Kelth Avenue 
8 In the Skeena Health Unit. Terrace, B.C. • 
For more information phone" VOG 1K7 
n.~. ,'7:'0r~35.~023.~..: : . (~- - ) . i .  
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1978 TS 125 Suzuki trail bilge 
for sale. 400 miles end in 
excellent condltl~j. Asking 
$800.00. Phone 638.10T~ r~'~n" 
6 p.m. 
(fin) 
For Sale: A Moped. Ex- 
cellent condition. 
Reasonable price. 635.3731 
efler 6 (¢5-16) 
77.750 Honda K, sissy.bar, 
helmuts, asking $2,000. 
phone 635-~38 (p,~16) 
OWNER MUST SELL! 1976 
CB400 Superspart. One of 
Honda's best handling mid 
size blke's. Also two helmets 
a'nd motor cycle suit 
(Belstaf ) Plus complete 
tune-up kit. Only 3,000 
mllesl ! Phone 635.3846 after 
5:30 or phone 635-6357 during 
day. Ask for Brad (sff) 
Must sell; 1976 Honda GL 
1.000. In excellent condition. 
• Phone 63~LSS or view at 
Watsh Ave. (p20.mayg) 
1975 Honda XR 75, good 
condition phone.635.5247 (c3. 
15) • 
Would like to do house sit- 
ting, Phone638-1437. (p3-16) 
Registered Boston "l:errler 
for sale phone 635-3029 (p3. 
16) 
Car Wash --  Osborne Guest 
Home. 2812 Hall St. Satur- 
days and Sundays. Wash 
$2.00 Vacuum $1.00. Call 
Martin at 635.2171. 
(C5,9,10,14,15) 
Top Quelity mixed hay for 
sale. Heavy bales 847.31~ 
(c12t,w,fh,may4) 
For Sale: One second hand 
gas Or propane clothes dryer 
$55.00 Call after 6 p.m. 635. 
2777 (p5-15) 
For Sale:. i 1 Senyo Teleph, 1 
lmswerlng system like new, 1 
eddlngmachlne, I good used 
eledrolux vacuum cleaner 
phone 635.6672 ( i )5 .15)  
For Sale: Equalizer hitch 
$750 lb. cap Includes sway 
bars and brake controls 
phone 635-7706 (c6- 
For Sale: Joey Shack approx. 
6'x30", insulated and wired. 
Best reasonable offer will be 
accepted. Phone 635.2540 
before 2 or after 4. 
Utility fraller for sale. 4.x8 
Box. $200.00, view at 4523 
Scott or phone 638,1748. 
For Sale: Pool table 3'x6' 
complete kit and ping 10on 
$120, bag $40, pack sack $25 
phone 635.3377 (p3.1S) , 
For Sale: 
' One Frontier Canopy fits full 
slzud pickup with 8' Fleet. 
side box. 5400. 
1 Turbesonlc Turbo Charger 
complete with kit for 340 and 
-360C.1.D. Dodge V8 engines. 
$700 firm. 
1 Chevy small block 4 barrel 
Intake manifold $40.. 
1 Mallory Infared Electronic 
Conversion with new 
dlstrlbofor and mallory coil 
for Chevy ~ V8 Sa~. 
1 Thermatlc 7 blade fan for 
chevy small 'block V8 $15., 
Phone 635.7924 after 6 p.m. 
m 
Black and white portable 
T.V. for a reasonable price. 
Call 635.3442 after 6 p.m. o r  
anytime weekends. (stf) 
Wanted: Recreationali 
Trailer, new new 20'.23 * 
travel trailer phone after 
7:30 p.m.-9 p.m. 635-9151 
local 210 (p3.15) - 
FOR SALE: Beautiful 
family home In town, ciulet 
street near e l l  school and 
shopping, 3 bedrooms, 2 full 
baths, finished roc room and 
extra bedroom down. Large 
landscaped lot Includes some 
appliances. Phone 635.7706 
for appolntemnt to view. (c6. 
.9,10,14,15,19,20) 
For Sale: Cedar siding 
approx. 600' BM lx6 -  8' 
tongue & groove suitable for 
10ulldlng a sauna. L.One 
Pioneer chela saw $75. ;1 Jet 
unit fits 40 h.p. Evlnr *.u~. or 
Johnson. $200 phone 635.6954 
after 4:30 p.m. (i)5.18) .... 
LOOKING FOR FUR' 
NITUREt 
For excellent prices on 
furniture see the bargain 
floor at " FREDeS FUR- 
NITURE LTD. 
4434 Lakelza Ave. 
Terrace 635-3630 
.SECONO FLOOR (CTF) 
FOR SALE: 3 bedroom 
home on Davis Avanue 1150 
sq. ft., 2 fireplaces, finished 
basement. Landscaped with 
garden. Carport. 635.7628 
(c8-20) 
3 bedroom house with fruit 
trees, fenced yard and near 
town and schools, ceil 635. 
3740 effer 5 (c10.3) 
Reliable couple needs a 2 
bedroom house. Terrace or 
surrounding areas. Have 
Flbreglass runabout'with local ref. Handy at up keep 
full convertible top 1977 50 and yard work phone 635. 
h.p. Marc electric with extra 7973 (p5-15) 
tanks on E-Z loader freller. 
Contact Giant lapps 4721 
Loon Ave. 638-1856 or 638- 
8131 (p3-15) 
P.M. PLASTICS 
too 
CANOES 
also 
Flbreglass Matt-Revlng 
Cloth and Resin 
3890 Muller St. 
Phone 635~M 
(clmon..1May) 
Open for Salvage Bid. 
On an as la where Is basis, 
1968 homemade 22" cruiser 
construded of a cedar otlpa 
flbreglass hull and 
mehegany cabin. 
Please forward your 
written bids to arouwer and 
Co. 3238 Kalum Street, 
Terrace, B.C. or phone 635- 
7173. (ctf) 
For Sale: 16' flbrsglass 
canoe'. Hardly used. 5225.89. 
L~15-3908 (p2-15) 
.&-- 
• Olidon Manor• 
Furnished or unfurnishecl 
studi 0" or 1 bedroom 
apartments. Securlt 
enferphone. Sauna. 
• 63S-9422 
638-1032 
Wanted: A family to enjoy a 
f ive bedroom home; family 
room, laundry room, den, 
food centre, central vacuum 
unit, flowers, fruit trees, 
garden 4617 Homes 635.3791. 
i 
For Sale: Must sell. Make 
en offerl 4007 streume Ave. 
"2 bedroom home with 2 
additional bedrooms In 
basement. Fireplace, 
spacious dh~lne. Phone for 
appointment to view 6354740 
(¢5-16) 
For Sale: just under 20acres 
(road allowance) between 
the boundary at the Village 
of Telkwa, British Columbia, 
and Provincial Park. 
Acreage . wooded and 
overlooks lake. Mortgage 
Terms acceptable, phone 
736-7040. (c2.15-20) 
For Sale AND Removal: 
Buildings located at 4410 
Lakelse Avenue. For further 
Information, contact Mr~ 
Bishop at 635.2222. Twlnrlver 
Timber Limited. (cS-18) 
LOT FOR SALE: 2708 
Molltor, 62"x177' Asking 
$9,000 phone 635-2003 (ctf) 
II 
Tunnel and Rook Workers Union 
Local 168 
GENE RAL MEET ING 
At the Buffet Room 
Terrac~ Hotel 
7:30 p.m. 
April 21, 1978 
II II 
Do It Now 
Aluminum 
Sheets 
26" x 36" 
12 shoots onl/-  3 ,T~ 
THE DALLY HERALD 
3212 h im St. Terrace ' 
I 
~'~:::~:::~:):::::~.:.:.:.:.:.~.:...:.~.~.~-. . .. .. ... ...............  ...... 
iil REPOSSESSIONS , , 
ii!i We have a limited number of 12', 14, and 24 
i!'~ " wicle In excelient condition. 
i!ii i NoDowN PAYMENt"  . 
¢_  
iiii Purchase Includes delivery, set up and 
i.::i furniture. (On appro~v~cl credit). ' 
ii~ " If you qualify we will fly you in at our ex- 
i!~ plmse. 
Hurryl - These won't lastl Call our credit 
ii~ menager  collect at 
i : 437-431 I 
~ . FOR-STAR 
i~ • MOBILE H~ES 
~::: ~ ~ . - : . ~ : ; ~ ' : ' . .  :" .'~.:.~.~.::::::: 
OARRIERS 
WANTED 
AREA 
• o , , , ,  . . o .o . . .  , . ,  
PHONE 
636-6367 
THORNHILI 
Kofoed Dr, 
and 
River Dr, 
area 
Queensway area 
DALLY 
i " , 
~v 
':'~r 
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38 acres near Seely Lakel 
South Hazelton on Highway. 
Power, telephone, creek, 
spruce house logs, and saw 
timber. $19,000 Phone 842. • 
5954 (p4.18) 
PROPERTY FOR SALE: 38 
acres near Seeley Lake, 
South Hazelton, on highway. 
Spruce and cedar timber. 
Creeks, house logs. $19,000 
842.$954 (p12-w.th.f.2ap25) 
3 and 5 acre parcels on* 
Woodland Park Subdivision 
$14,000 and $1900. Two lots 
only left. Onewlth creek. JD 
Proctor, 490 Anderton Road, 
Comox, B.C. VgN 4B 4 phone 
339.4736 (cS0.lulyl) 
Acreage for Sale in town by 
owner. 2.3 acres-3 bedroom 
home. Basement finished, 
Barn, landscaped. Asking 
$69,000.00 Phone early 
evenings at 635,3620. 
(CTF May 5) 
For Sale: 1973 12x60 trailer 
with 2 bedrooms. Phone 635- 
7697 after 4 (c2O-maylO) 
For Sale: 1968 (10x36) Im- 
perial trailer. Comes fur- 
nished and can be sold with 
or without [oey shack. 
Priced for quick sale. Phone 
635.7860. 
(P10.20) 
MUST SELL: 12x68 174 
Trailer 5 major appllcances. 
Will sell for amount owning 
at bank plus $300 phone 638. 
1554 (p5-17) 
Priced for quick sale a 12x68 
Parkwood mobile home." 
Fully furnished. Asking 
$8,500 phone 635-4564 (p5-12) 
For Sale: 12x54' Safeway 
trailer situated on a 75'x100' 
landscaped lot. Trailer 
includes frldge, stove and 
deep freeze. Phone 635-7851 
after 6 p.m. (p10-2) 
For Sale: By owner, 3 
bedroom duplex dwelling. 
Full basement, oak floor, 
double lot, landscaped, good 
location. Low taxes. Phone 
635.3463 after six p.m. 
(CTF.Apr.28} 
12x54 Safeway, 2 bedroom 
with 30' addition, frldge, 
stove, canopy, drapes In- 
cluded. Set-up and skirted In 
trailer park. phone 635.4310 
after S (c5-17) 
Bids are open on a 18' glas 
75 super Beetle, metallic tronvesselequlppedwithl00 
green with sunroof 20,000 h.p. Evlnrude electric start 
miles. Radio, new radials, 2 
winter spares. Excellent 
condition. Asking $3500. 
Phone 635.9635. i 
(P5-14) 
Plymouth motor 51.6. 1971 
mech. special. GT bls. 4 
door, 2 SlXl. auto Chev trans. 
67 70 Char, bls. for parts 
Good windshield. 638-1369. 
(P5-14) 
For Sale: Mason Risch 
Piano and bench $800. 
1976Mazda 808.1ow mileage. 
Factory made Va ton truck 
canoW top $300 phone 635- 
2997 after 6 (c3.15) 
1969 Baracucla Convertable, 
new 383 motor, mags, holly 
carb, new paint. Asking 
$2800 or nearest offer. (stf) 
635-¢157 
1977 Ford F.150, custom 4x4 
with canopy. 15,500 miles. 
Stll! 4 months, automatic, 
left on warranty. $S,000 or 
best offer. Call 638-1655 after 
5. 
(P5-14) 
For Sale: 68 GMC s/~ ton 
rebuilt motor 3,000 miles $800 
phone 635-6874 after S (c5-18) 
1974 Ford Window Van 302 
motor, auto, $2300 phone 635- 
2609 Skeena Street. (c3- 
16) 
1969 Plymouth s~latlon 
wagon, good condition $600 
638.1273 also 1972 Ford a/~ 
plckup (c2-15) 
for Sale: 1973 Ford s/4 
pickup with Ford canopy 
57,000 miles. Good condition. 
15,000 miles on new 360 
engine. Air ¢ond. Asking 
~1500 phone 635-4282 (cS-lS) 
FISHERMANS SPECIAL 1 
1957 Chevy Va ton pickup 
runs good, body fair, seats 
poor condltlen, everything 
works $600 phone 635-7924 
after 6 p.m. (p4-16) 
1975 Plymouth Cricket 
Wagon. Excellent condition, 
low mileage $2900 phone 635. 
4619 {c2-14) 
For Sale: 1974 Ford Deluxe 
Rancharo. Excellent con. 
dltlon $2900 phone 635.3463 
(p3-15) 
For Sale: VW Convertible. 
White on white. Special 
edition. Best offer, phone 
635-3022 after 6 (p3.15) 
58, MOBILE 
HOMES 
"FOR SALE: 12x46 two. 
bedroom mobile home. 
I.deated on fully serviced lot 
in Thernhlli. Asking $13500. 
Financing available. 
Contact Gerry Warren at 
Re,mr Bank, Terrace, B.C. 
Phone 635-7117 (ctf) 
For Sale: 1973 68'xl2' Em. 
bessy Mobile Home on 
cement foundation on 
100"x150' lot. (corner Idl 
phone 635.4634 View any time 
3806 Dobble St. (p5.15) 
1972 Monarch mobile home, 3 
bedrooms, frldge and dove 
Included. 8x25 Ioey shack, 
anklng price $7,000 phone 
635.3542 after 5 on weekdays. 
(c~-17) 
FORSALE: 12'x6g' Frontier 
mobile home with 2 large 
additions. Built In fireplace, 
ralaed living room. Will 
move and set up In Terrace 
aiea. 635-46921'(eft.f) 
engine on a as where is basis. 
Vessel located at the Coast 
Guard Yard, Prince Rupert, 
'B.C. All bids received at 
Brouwer & Co. No.5-3238 
Kalum St. Terrace, B.C. 635. 
7173 
1973 Ardic Cat $200 must sell 
now phone 635.9981 .after 3 
p.m. aks for Dennis Allen 
(p5-17) 
Motor Home for sale: $11,000 
excellent condition, air oond. 
460 cu. In. motor many ex- 
tras phone 635.4627. (p5-17) 
1971 8'6" Security Camper. 
Stove, pressurized water 
tank. Sleeps 4 adults. 4 
lacks Included $1600 phone 
635.5573 (p3.14) 
For Sale: Excellent con- 
dillon 17' Holiday trailer, 
frldge, stove, oven, heater. 
Sleeps 6, $1500 firm. View at 
4524 Olson phone 635-5044 
also 50cc Honda motorcycle. 
(p5-17) 
[ ' 
FAR-KO CONTRACTING 
I LTD. 
| Sand, gravel, reject crusl 
Igravel for driveways 
J Phone 635-5156 (c20.20) 
Notice of Application 
for Change of Name 
NOTICE Is hereby given 
that an application will be 
made to the Dlredor of Vital 
Statistics for a change of 
name, pursuant to the 
provisions of the "Change of 
Name Act," by me:- 
Theodore Renold Harris of 
4610 Soucle St, In Terrace, In 
the Province of British 
Columbia, as follows:. 
To change my name from 
Theodore Renold Harris, 
known as Theerdere Renold 
Gray to Theodore Renold 
Gray. 
Dated this 14th day of 
March, A.D: 1978. 
(c1-14) 
i 
NOTICE 
This Is your notice that the 
undersigned £arrler has 
made application to Increase 
per shipment charges, class 
rates and certain rules and 
commodit~ rates, applicable 
between points served by the 
,named carrier. 
Subiect to consent of the 
Motor Carrier Commisslon, 
the proposed changes will 
become ffective. May 22nd, 
1978; 
Copies of the proposed 
changes may be examlned at 
the offlc~es of the un- 
derslgned. 
Any representat ion  
respecting proposed changes 
may be made to the 
Superintendent, Motors 
Carrier Branch, d240 Manor 
Street, Burnaby, B.C. VSG 
3XS, up to. May 8th, 1975. 
PACIFIC TARIFF SER- 
VICE LTD. 
Tariff Agent for: 
CITY TRANSFER(1960) 
LTD. 
(c1-14) 
• / ,  
/ 
Reg. Quarter Horse. 6 year 
gelding. Quiet and good 
tempered. Very easy keeper 
andan Ideal trail horse. Had 
shots. Needs loving rider. 
Phone 635.7439 (p3-15) 
PERSONAL: Discerning 
Adults. Shop discreetly by 
mail. Send $1.00 for our 
latest fully illustrated 
cetelogue of marital aids for 
both ladies and gentlemen. 
Direct Action Marketing Inc. 
Dept. U.K., P.O. Box 326~, 
Vancouver, B.C. V6B 3X9. 
(dr) / 
HELP WANTED: Earn 
$200.00 monthly part-time; 
Sl,000 full time. Easy to 
succeed with our training. 
Write Fuller Brush Com. 
pony, C-O Box 108, 808, 207 
West Hastings St., Van- 
couver, B.C. V6B 1H7, or 
Mr. T. Diamond, R.R. 3, 
Kamlonps, B.C. V2C 5K1. 
(ctf) 
BOATS AND MARINE: 
Superb Surfer 24' Sedan 
Cruiser, command "bridge, 
and crew beat models. 
Factory to you saves $35. 
Surfer Marine, 678 Anderton 
Road, Comox, B.C. VgN 5B8. 
Phone 112.339.5733. (4-15) 
Briefs 
WORKING ON BOMB 
PARIS (Reuter) - -  
France is working to  
develop a neutron bomb, 
but remains undecided 
whether reproduce the 
controversial  weapon, 
French officials said 
Monday. Earl ier this 
month, when U.S. 
President Carter post- 
poned production ot r the 
neutron bomb, French 
officials said the' U.S. 
decision would not affect 
France's policy of 
maintaining an in- 
dependent  nuc lear  
program. 
JOURNALIST 
RELEASED 
BUENOS AIRES (AP) 
--  Journalist Jacobo 
Timerman, whose im- 
riSonment was taken up 
U.S. President Carter 
as a human.rights cause, 
was released from jail 
Monday and ordered into 
house arrest for an in- 
definite period, police 
said. Timerman, 55, 
director of the newspaper 
La Opinion, was arrested 
April 15, 977, for alleged 
dealings with Argentine 
financier David Graiver, 
whom the Argentine 
government contends 
was a banker for left- 
wing guerrillas, n
Annette Funieello 
contract o Disney when 
she started making the 
beach party movies with 
Frankie Avalon. For 
those she was loaned to 
American International 
P ic tures ,  a l though 
Disney retained right of 
approval to all scripts. 
, The first one, Beach 
Party, was released in 
1963. 
" It  was a Very low 
budget p icture that 
grossed I can't tel lyou 
how many millions," An- 
nette says. "And' it just 
snow~alled from there." 
n 
LOS ANGELES (AP) 
- -  It's. all apple pie--= 
make that peanut but- 
te r -and  motherhood 
these days for Annette 
Funicello, the former 
Walt Disney Mouseke- 
teer, recording artist and 
beach-party-movie star. 
At 34, she is devoted to 
her three children and 
her hushandagent, Jack 
Gilardi. Young people 
know her more for her 
peanut butter com- 
mexeials than for her TV 
shows,nmovces and 
records0f the 1950s and 
19605. 
METRIC LANGUAGE 
Do you Speak metric? The 
answer may be, "yes, I do", 
or "yes, just a little", or "no 
way, I can't be bothered". At 
the time of writing this, you 
may feel the last answer is 
your preferred one. fn flumy 
ways I do not blame you for 
feeling this way. However, as 
a word of reassurance, l t's 
establish a few simple 
guidelines" 
First of. all, the way we 
cook will not change; but the 
appearance of the metric 
written recipe will be dif- 
ferent than what we are 
currently accustomed to 
using. We'll still continue to 
measure hy volume - only 
using litres, and millllitres. 
And, yes each and everyone 
of us will continue to use our 
favourite recipes and recil~e 
books, and prepare them 
using our familiar measuring 
cups. 
As more and more metric 
recipes and information 
become available, we'll all 
become more familiar with 
the terminology. When you 
see a recipe in a newspaper or 
magazine which sounds 
interesting and the 
ingredients are listed in 
metric measures rather than 
Imperial, prepare yourself 
now to be able to serve it to 
Those days are still SHOWED OFFN-  
close to her. During a FIGURE 
recent interview, she 
wore a Miekey Mouse She and Avalon 
r ing  and a blue denim eventually made 10 teen 
skirt withlarge appliques romance-comedy pie-, 
of Mickey and Pluto. tures, including .two 
"How I loved Mr. racing car films. The 
Disney," she says pictures all showed off 
"Getting up and going to Annette's by-thencurvy 
work was like going to my figure. 
second family." " I  did one beach pic- 
Disney discovered her ture when I was ~regnant 
at a dancing school with my first child," she 
recital when she was 12. recalled. "It was called 
She was the 24th and last How tc Stuff a Wild Bc- 
Monseketecr tobe chosen kcni,nif you can believe 
for the Mickey M0use tha, t.
Club show, that daily ' I was four months 
afternoon TV ritual that pregnant, hut they told 
made Mouse ears a me they could camuflage 
household item item in it so it wouldn't show. So 
the 19505. everyone wore bikinis 
The closest Annette and I was in long shirts 
:comes ,to criticizing the and pants. I was sick, too, 
Disney operation is on the and felt miserable." 
subject of the Mickey She now is in the first 
Mouse Club's recent year of a five-year 
successor, the New contractas spnkeswoman 
Mickey Mouse Club. for Skcppy peanut butter, 
NEW KIDS TOO GOOD appearing in TV com- 
The  la t te r -day  mercials with mar 
Mouseketeers, he says, daughter Gina, 12, and 
:'are too good, too pol- sons Jackie, 8, and Jason, 
ished. We were like the 3. 
kids new door, naive and Annette said she would 
untrained." n \ like todo a dramatie role, 
Most of the original but .most of the scripts 
Mouseketecrs faded into present a drastic image 
oblivion, but Annette change. 
remained under contract " In the fcrst eight 
pages I 'm a doper, I've to Disney Studios' fern14 been raped, or I 'm a 
years. 
For a time she per- str ipper,"  she says. 
formed in othbr Dcsney "Fomeone had an idea 
television shows-- in- for a'nightciub actwhere 
eluding her ' own I 'd  come out in a 
seriss,nAnnette,nwhich Mouseketeer uniform 
ran for. 13 weeks-- and with the little pleated 
movies such as The skirt and strip down to 
Shaggy Dog and Babes in ~e mouse ears. That's 
Toyland. ' - fine, but where wokld I go 
She was still under from there?" 
t 
"Look at thisl You give those mice an inch and 
they take e. milol" 
your family. The only Conversion stickers are 
weparation requirFd is the available for ovens to let you 
purchase of new measuring know that a 350°F oven in 
equipment, metric language is 180°C. 
Now, let's establish the This chart will be helpful 
metric language: for oven conversion until you 
For Volume: purchase a metric sticker: 
litre (L) 
millflitre (mL) 100°C" 200°F 
1,000mL = IL 1,40°C.-275°F 
FogMass: 150°C - ~00°F 
(Refers only to meat, cheese 160°C- 325°F 
and produce weighed at 180°C-350°F 
supermarke0 190°C -375°F 
kilogram (ks) 200 °C" 400°F 
gram (g) 220°C- 425°F 
milligram (mr) 230°C- 450°F 
1,00Og = I kg 
1,000mg = 1 g •When baking in pyrex or 
You will not be purchasing oven proof glassware, reduce 
in gram weight until a year or 
so from now when super- 
markets become equipped 
with metric scales. 
When you replace a pyrex 
liquid measuring cup today, 
they are memc on one side, 
imperial on the other. Now 
consider purchase of a set of 
dry metrio measures for 
flour, sugar, cheese, etc. - 
they are available in sets of 
three - 250 mL, 125 mL, 50 
mL in each set. For 
oven temperature by 10°C. 
Now, armed with the 
above helpful aids to metric 
cooking, you are ready to try 
the following metric recipes. 
HEARTY 
GOULASH SOUP 
Wintertime appetites will 
be ready for this soup-stew 
using Lawry's Beef Stew 
Seasoning Mix. Nourishing 
and economical, slow 
simmering time allows 
measuring .small quantities, ' seasonings to blend 
the metric set of 5 small thoroughly for a truly 
measures are available in 25 delicious soup. Outdoor 
mL, 15 mL, 5 mL, 2 mL, enthusiasts a ie  always 
1 mL. Now you're ready to looking for new ideas. A 
prepare any recipe using kitchen fragrant with the 
metric measures, aroma of homemade beef 
L soup greet d.ownnill and (:ross 
country skiers or 
snowmobilers after a winter 
outing'. 
1.5 L ,.~ter (or leftover 
ve~:,.~a.',le !/quid) 
i p,..~ : ~7) Lawry's 
ti .'/.~;i~:w 
230 m L onion, chopped 
10 niL Lawry'~ 
&,m'oned S/if: 
5 mLLawr, ,  
Seasoned t'~,r:: ~ 
I.O kg (about. :#., 
chuck or beef st,,mk 
250 mL sliced carrot coitus 
2.50 ,~L cubed mtabaga 
230 mL cubed pota!oes 
To a large soup pot, add 
water, Luwry's Beef Stew 
Seasoning Mix, chopped •
onion, Seasoned Salt, 
Seasoned Pepper and beef. 
Bring to a boil covered, 
reduce heat and simmer 
about 2 hours. Add carrots, 
rutabaga~ and potatoes. 
Return to boil, simmer 
covered 25-30 minutes until 
vegetables are just tender. 
Remove meat, cube into 
small pieces, return to soup. 
Yield: 2 L 
Makes: S-10 servings 
GARLIC BREAD 
Garlic loves butter, and 
garlic-butter loves French 
bread. Dip sections of French 
bread in garlic spread-melted 
butter mixture, then sprinkle 
with : Parmesan cheese. 
Toasted under the broiler, 
mlm.m..m..m..m, melts in 
your mouth served with 
Goulash Soup. 
1 loaf French Bread 
! jar (ll3.g).Lawry's 
Garlic Spread 
125 mL butter 
Grated Parmesan cheese 
Cut hread in half; then cut 
each half lengthwise. Score 
into $ sections, but do nut cUt 
through bottom crust. Melt 
garlic spread and butter in 
shallow pan. Dip bread 
sections into mixture or 
brush liberally .with pastry 
brash. Sprinkle Parmesan 
c[tee~e on top. Toast under 
the broiler. 
HOLLYWOOD (AP) - -  is the story of a Louisiana _ She earned  degrees res~urant, computer and 
Drop by a coffee shop in Cajun, his three sons and from ~mim aun "trinity conslrucdon compames. 
the Brentwoud Market their fleet ~arter  horse colleges and worked in They have two daughters, 
almost any morning and that makes zt all the way Midwestern theatres 11 and 10, and a son, 7. 
v,m,u n,~ c.n,.nl ~ohi~ki to the All-Americail before coming to PROGRESSED TO 'IV 
~riflng'awa-y--a~mi'd~ml~ps Futurity at Ruidoso, .I-Iolly.w.o~., izi 1964 for the Four years on Pey~n 
of coffee. N.M. A horseracing story terminable tasx of Place gave nera  sore 
No, the Santa Monies might seem like a breaking into television education in  script 
housewife is not working peculiar assignment for a as a writer. Luckily, an writing and she prog- 
on a shopping list. She's woman screen writer and ..un.c.lewas.pr~!dentof~e res. sod to TV rage.los-- 
writing the scdpt for, her first feature movie at writers t~uitu ana ne "me ~eon ueidng, 
another mov ie - "  Her : that" " '": ' "  . . :  "helped her land an as--~ReflscUons of Murder, 
Int~t O.n~v'n ghndnw " • signemtn on the well- Plain Speaking and last 
"-'--"starring Walter----" " Matthau-"--"" "But I was born m" remembered- Mr. Novak se~, so.n's Am. eh .a : '  . . . .  
andnAlexis Smith, is in Amarillo and grew up series. .~smrr~owrmngzn..m.e 
• o nd horses " she ' coxtee snopneeaose t race the theatres thin month, ar u , . . . . . . . . . . . .  
The Columbia release explains .e r  nusnanu manages to ue arounu acuwty ann 
Tribute to former prinoipal 
By MICHAEL  
STEWART .~.  
GRAND FALLS, N B. 
(CP)  - -  Not many 
Canadians, a t '  least in 
nor thwestern  New 
Brunswick, are im- 
mortalized uring their 
lifetimes. I t 's  usually 
only as coffins are being 
lowered into soft that 
compatriots realize what 
tremendous guys they 
were and the extent of 
their contributions to the. 
community. 
It was different for 
Grand Falls educationist 
John Caldwell, after 
whom the former high 
school is named. At a 
testimonial banquet, 
more than 400 former 
students got together to 
pay tribute to Mm and 
rame funds for two 
scholarships. 
The 72-year-old retired 
principal's successor 
presented him with a box 
contMning  le t te rs ,  
telegrams, donations and 
other tributes from 
across the world, many 
writers admitting they. 
might have wound up in 
~afl except for Caldwell's 
influence. ' 
HE TAUGHT FOR 
FREE 
More than being simply 
a school teacher, Cald- 
well dedicated his life to 
helping youth, many of 
them from troubled 
homes. On his own time 
andwithno 
remuneration, he taught 
Grade 13 to kids anxious 
to learn but for whom no 
facilities existed in the 
Grand Falls area. 
He taught wayward 
ones to behave, and his 
modest stipend as 
commander, C Company, 
Carleton and York 
Regiment, often went 
directly to pay for 
recreational activities in 
cigarette smokernhe 
found. His em- 
barrassment was acute 
when the offender was 
the school janitor. 
They came by car, bus, 
plane and ~rain to attend 
the testimonial dinner 
it's too quiet at home in 
the morning," she ex- 
plains. "I work at home 
an the afternoon so I can 
be with the children; ff I 
don't know what's going 
on. I get worried." 
Besides, her children 
provide material for 
many of her scripts, 
especially the short heed 
series Sunshine andn- 
Paper Moon, for which 
she wrote the pilots. "I 
should claim my children 
as a business deduction," 
she observes. 
Carol had given no  
thought to writing 
theatrical movies. A 
friend recommendodnher 
to producer Ray Stark 
(Funny Girl; Murder by 
Death) who had become 
intrigued with quarter 
horse lore. 
Stark sent /Mrs. 
Sobieski to the small town 
of Ruidoso, where 
the era before govern- and make their con- 
ment 'grants were tributions to the 
available, scholarship fund. There 
John Caldwell was were no dignitaries at the 
known to refuse pay banquet.Politicians, law- 
increases when he" yers, doctors and judges 
thought the funds were were all simply "friends 
needed to benefit of John C~ldwell."nMail 
students; and he used the arrived from former 
money , for extra- students in Ireland, At- 
curricular student ac- rico, Hong Kong, most 
tivities he thought were U.S. states and every 
an essential part of province of Canada, 
education. 
'Although the bulk of his In an era when school quarter horse owners 
activities was confined to budgets were minimal, converge at summer's 
Grand' Falls, his Caldwel! was generally end for the All-Anieriean 
reputation spread across credited with extending Futurity. . 
New Brunswickasco-or- education to include " I  had thought of 
dinatorofadalteducatiou music' festivals, folk tracing the story-of our 
for the northwestern dancing, plays, choirs horses and their owners 
area. ' • and sports, often paying andtheir convergence fQr 
R ichard Miehaud, the hulk of the shot  the big race,"  she 
current principal of John himself.n /remarks. "But I became 
CaldwellSchool in Grand more and  n~ore in- 
Falls, reme~nbered a. Today, Caldwell fi~hes, terested in a Cajun from 
stick known as me nears gardens and keeps .in Louisiana nd his family. 
of education which Cald. touch with the woHd They had only one horse 
well carried to punish through is hobby of ham while others had as many 
recalcitrant students radio. While he regrets a as 30: ' ' 
when necessary. . lack of dedication in "My original notion 
education today, he is was  to do a kind of Nash- 
HE PADDLED r THE optimistic that teaching rifle with multiple 
JANITOR is still a vocation rather stories. The more I wrote, 
• Herecalled ap occasion than merely a j0b--a co- the more I focused on the 
when. Caldwell detected operative-effort between Cajun, and Marty Pitt, 
the' tell-tale odor of teachers, parents and who was directing, is an 
cigarette smoke issuing, students. And he  is old-fashioned craftsman' 
from a washroom. Armed emphatic that an~ yo~g who likes aiineal script, 
with the board of person with the uesire to strajghfforward and di- 
education, he strode in learn should have the rect So that's what it 
and whacked the 'first'. right to do so. became." 
I 
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CRYPTOQUIP 4-18 
WKXXZ ASFF IY  APUFF IYA  XVKZ 
NKI  / UO SVQYK.AP IVQIY -  
UON WIKQ 
• Yesterday's Cryptoquip--PIANT WILL INFORM FORMER 
FOREMAN OF NEW POSITIONS. 
1978 King Features §yndicde, Inc. 
. . . . .  Today's Cryptoqulp clue: N equals G
The Cr~ptoquip is a simple substitution*cipher-in wh ch each 
letter used stands for another. If you think that X equals O, it 
will equal O throughout the puzzle. Single letters, hort words, 
and words using an apostrophe can give you clues to locating 
vowels. Solution is accomplished by trial and error. 
 
NKF IA  
ff ant aled. favored. 
GEmm I I  
(May 23 to June el) - / "  
on gu,mi now. There are 
situations and people who would 
detour you from your proper 
route. This is the type of day 
that studs daydreamers offon 
unprofitable 'talents. 
CANCER .'. ~ 
(June ~- to July 23) ~r~.4  
Day . may seem un- 
manageable but, with calm 
demeanor and efforts com- 
mensurate with obUptiom, this 
cUamond-b~be-rough pe~d 
can be po .l.lshed beautifully. 
to Aus. 
&~da.mesta may seem odd 
but, with a do.bledu~k, you 
will find those from due 
8uth~rity quite rewarding. 
Don't waste good effort trying 
to ldt a poor target. 
(Au~ S4 to Sept ~) 
Some contention about: YOU 
can be a stabilizer so, with your 
best Io~ic, do your best to 
restore harmony. 
AQUARIUS ' .~ .~ '~ 
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) "~--.=~]L~ .. 
A splendid day for in- 
novations and expe~hnen~flon. 
Don't hesitate to pioneer in new 
fields, and with new methods. 
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) " '~  
If a financial transaction Lsup 
for consideration, and you 
entertain even the sl~htost 
doubt, beflcr postpone action. 
There COULD be something to 
those hunches of yours. 
YOU BORN TODAY are a 
sensitive, Imeginatlve ino 
dlvldual; endowed with a great 
love of beauty and* marked 
manual dexterity..Benevolent 
toward your fellowmm, you 
often become physioians, 
nurses knd workers in 
htmmnitarinn causes. You also 
have a deep love for family and 
home; are a traditienallst a
heart an~l. extremely proud of 
your heritage. The arts appeal 
to you and, .properly trained, 
you could make a great success 
as "a write~ designer, interior 
decorator0r painter, Othqr 
fields suited to your talents: 
toa~,  bertt~me, dance, 
lecturing. Traits to curb: ob- 
stiuncy and a tendency to be 
dogmatic. Blrthdate of: Queen 
F~abeth II, of England; H. A. 
T~lne, French critic, historian; 
Charlotte Bronto, Eng. uovelist. 
e house. My husbandd0ean't 
[or himself. HAD IT 
. = ,~. .  ~ . . . . . . .  . . .m more than "h"mor nto solve 
T~i1~ WOH_~ ~ - /~0~:  
Ta~ wnuta~ o~ m ~ m~m~ mrk,~ sad ~,mqv ~ 
I ~i~ m,~ i m-e~v,~w l I L Dire=J-r" j I l l  
\ API~.AIq IN .v dl  I / / " ' -  , i t~ I 
• Improvo ,m l l i l~  murr lqe  oom .par uce m . I~ oe w um~. ,~ B.c. ' ' " ' 
try. Profemdomd co- - l ing  might help" u ,°Lur. n~°an_a " ~ | 
] I •& V~.~, , r  ~- - t  t~o~ refuaeetoenoperate, youeonelther UPHt,°r- bsarmeD~, / -  , - • - ~'~ --(T'HAT~'NOTgA[~s .I~)N lYON "r'HE 
[..q~L IUU/~-~UQoto  . 'yonimve, ratherthmflytootherethat'youknowno~o. I .  HElenA t.~71"~I~ I . " ' " "' ) ! '   
I '~ , ,~:P l~ 4 .k~ ~- - |4~ DEAR'ABBY: Just ano~ toq=rotsst~your appro;/al of ~ , (OU C~P(~, I ~ - - ' - '~-~"3 ~ _ 4 ' " ' =,----,"3 ~_  /1 ' ' 
L . , /~q J lU~ L I I~  %,411111.  givingstftsinsomeonselseeanme:Ifsomeo, n owere,  to I ~Tc~v~u~ I .~'~ ,,. ~ ~,.~ 
. ~ive. Reverend Moon (remembbr the "Mooniss ? )se  much ,~~~~[~~11~/~4 E~. . . i - r l i :  • ~  ~ . ~ ~ :  
, . . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  as atoothpick in my name, I'd likely go over and blow up LP-q~ '~ I~ ~ ' 
: uy  ADlgall  .van. ~ . . .  cluru, s,nu ,~ h~ house ' I ~.o., .~=.~ 
' , ,  ' © tg?al~tCfficagortlbu e . . . . .  . ' I ~ne  you have a pile of letters on your desk 
'. • . concernin~ this subject, co if any of them agreewi~ me ' " i  T~I~ 
nES~ ~BBY' An elderl~ woman ,~o,~ed HAD MY SAY (and moat should), I'd appreciate it ff you womo puounn 
resented being addreesed by her firstunme by'doctors and "~ • ~ n~, ,A~V,~,~ .qr~ "' 
thmr nurses. (She stud st was rude and demeank~.) Yo . . . . . . .  . 
defended the practice saying it is not intended as an Insult _ . . . .  . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  , . by rry ' • " ' " " • ' u t~t  A . r .~.  =~me re--ers.agree wu.n yon, om you,re or a put-down, but m conmdered ~nendler than the mor In , , , ,  
for -=1 "Miss Mrs. o" M..,, , , • the only one who threatened to blow up the ___  of 
" " "  ' " " -  ~ who pvo  an unanthm4zed 8lft in your name I disagree, Iwse brought up differently, an 4 1 amuot get " i ' " PE~0~ Z ~PEAT, i t A/~50,~ ~ ~ [ I ~ .~/yO~ 
used to hearing a secretary, receptionist or I~ ,1~.  r.son . .~ .o  ,m=v " -  - -mment to BITING MY TONGUE I ,~r~lt~IsT"MM-P_..4~ !1 == II ~ - ~ ;  
~i lmoany~shut  Madam or ~e.  - - - - - -  , Y • his I! ~ .~ 's~Oe. l l ,~V- - °~. . .~v~,  ~/ , I L  ~ ,~,~ !.- . . . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . .  .o~ ,,n . . . .  "~  "Dearie" by tho Wife of the man who,tells c~workore that he owns 
• =uw .~y 0 . . .  . . . . .  ~- - "~"  , ' - - '~  - -  ~ own home, when in fact he is o . ly  renting it, i = ~ Poo~.: \ , r I I _~. J  u =:~, =~_, l~=o~_..; ! i i~ .~ .~'~, . ,  .,.:~--~'~ 
, • basisis e Ownership of property is a matter of public recod. 
an,d. !. ,sh, an t gu back tea piece where fkat name ~ one nsede to knsw is the address of the property ~nd it can 
P°~l~a~ you for lendin~ me your ear This problem has be looltedup in the county assessor's book. Other pertinent ~ [  
• ' "- * '" " ° " '- - "- "/- ' -r ice And - ' "  information, anth' as when the pro~rty  was purthaseO, ooraarea me ever smce i came ~ ~. - .  , =~r . . . .  '~ ' - - "  "~ . . . . . .  r - - - -" - - - '='=-ese and I1~,~-~'=~. - - ' .  I ' ,,kll,t,o,, ko.,,l'.mun~ h~n nllnw~d tn es]] mv f r~ hv nowmucJIwanP motor ~,r'n~°wner °"'~mwqs°'u~ '
~e'~fu~e'~nse"  eitherT ~- . . . . . . . . . .  - - -  -" how much it is taxed,,b nice available. ' 
- ' FROM ENGLAND If the man who in~ .cA l . . to  own .h~. own. home hoe n 
Jbb that e~dls f0r m-aep~ mveer~auon el  I~. cnara~_ ana 
r~o FRO ~.  Althouoh Lo-o Be~ is a io~ ro~s  asasts, he Is in deep trouble. For ohvio~ reasons, 
from d, read on /;or e reader who duires your view: about sUCh a .ma..tter..im.pliea. a ~ St mto.gr W. 
]~na~ , So please teu his wlto ra stop b l t~ her ~.n~_,. ~ .ah e 
• . can open her mouth and tell her ansmna whac no e myra8 
on~kAl~=A~stT°~SRiA=Yl~wh~-~nS~s~th~a.Wlth' • ~ REAL ESTATE S~CRETARY unable to disdpilne the boy, i t  be,sines TOUR " 
responsibilltw~e~.chosen. . . " ~ 
question~-~ " ' - ~an~- - J t - -deme a n d o f  age It s y, snin~ could have 
t 
. . . .  ' ' "  DR.~ SECRETARY: Thanks for the 'he lP .  In form.  A few "hot" words from you ~¢Q~i~lA f l  accomplished more than the cold, silent reatment. Unless disrespectful. . 
I know a woman who handled it ~thie way: During her floe. ~ , ' • yon want a latber.centoax~vorsus mother, try to develop , 
first visit to s doctor she, had never seen before, he asked, , DEAR ABBY. Do you think a refrigerator ie n good better oemmunlcetlon with yo~ Wlfe. 
"Mary, does this hurt? , ' i. place to keep money stored? My husband keeps all our ~ 
She re lied '~ee, Jack" P , ~ , ' ' " ' imvingu in our refrigerator, and when I think of all the DEAR ABBY: I have just observed a group of 
After thnt he called her "Mrs. Smith."  "L  s, , , , ,  "H .  intereet we're mias~ out on, it's. very'ups~ttin~ to me.  '~self leh" church women preparing., for a ~ur.,ch 
. ~, u, . zmr  ~w~o Dent t~ll me to ~ry to convince him ~ o]~en, a savinss rummage sale, the_proceeds ofwhi.ch will go t~ char, i~.y. 
;~,~A~ 0 ,v  ,.T^. ,~-~.-'-'A~ ~,V =AV I---- i..~ ~- - . . .  uccuunt, because ho~l only say he wants his money where ALmost every good item donated by someone Irom 
• .,~An n~,D • : ,~uW ,,,,~ ~ " "  On,  ,,,O UUU U~ ~ he can nt  it in a hurry group v]as Snapped up by another member el ~e group, us 
about people who call her by her firet name, we'd like to Any mlg~stions you :l~ave will be greatly appreciated', course, they pay for these items, but a typical conversation . 
have• OUR say on the'subject. WORRIED was, "Say,.who marked this lamp five dollurs? The shade is 
We are all residents of the Fountain Convalescent '" ' soiledl" 
Hospital in Orange, Calif., ~d  we t~dnk m!,mmnes ~ ~ "DE~R WORRIED: A refrigerator i~ a poor pinco t~ Then someone would reply, "I did. I paid $65 for it 
formal. We prefer to be c~ea ey o.ur nre~ names. Than= ~p~e one's earlap--whether it's hot money or ~ ld  eunh; new-but  mark it whatever, you want and take it." 
you. : ' . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  ' ...'. Adds bon= the interest you're losing, you rkk bein8 Then the other woman would mark it a dollar and" 
EDITH, JESSI~,I~YND~;t~ At~UU,~X robbed. Toll that lunkhead you're marrled to to do himselJ promptly cart it off to her car. 
Understsnd, Abby, these vekmteere are not charity 
DEAR ABBY: How do you tulle husband to SHU~. UI~_ akvor  m'd put l t lsast/mr/ of it iat° esaviage a¢oeunt! cases themselves. Theyare well:to<lo society women• Do 
After 40 years of marriage, I have heard everymn8 no one . . . . .  * to say at least 15,000 times. I _k~,ow all hia war etorise by DE.A~ .~J3B. Y: Whonlgot  home from work last evening, you think it is fair' of them to skim the cream off the top 
~.~..~ oS=.. k;o ,~,;nnd~n.n.farm' routine, and his curse for my wee earn to me, Lmry tour .~o:.year~m sen! ensue that woy? Hundreds of~d0ilars coul.d.have been added to ,, 
~",  - ' - ' "  - " n~ ano,  eo I am him the cold suent ream~e ,nl~theiliso|"the-~'orld-Ihuvohsditu tolbere withld~ mebesk giving , tbepr°ceed.sffitweran~!tT°tt, h ismna°ft idng'~we¢°me 
loud, long-winde~ monologues on  PL:m~t~, religion; want you todo  the same," ' '  your remarks ariel you may elan me,:,. : . . . . . . . . . . .  , 
b ' inese -  °n name it' he ' s "  euth°rity °n the "b-Je'~' -'Abby; l tn ld  h-or that ' was nst 8°lag te gu nl°ng with saysomethisK ,, A~' t '~L ,~U ,t~ ru~,  , , ~ i ~ m ~ ~ l  ~ "" - Y . . . . . . . . . .  when he'e wa "~ ' "  a ban that kind of stuff--that ff the boy sesned her beck, it wM " ' " * 
,e  aemanas ,  aesotu~e eueu~ --..-=o set HER problem. He .never aneees ME BACK. , DEAR APPALLED: The .volunteers should have been 
same °n televisl°n' but he thinks unthin~" '°f "~'tlU~ t h ' e '  • ' ne want, to" "~', =,v ,,,.,,.,,#..,,.--, .......-';d .-..-;'a ,. . . . .  . . . . . .  t,.,o 0-~4~4"=~--~..._~ _ethelisnt told that such shemmlaans art t~mtam_,_ oant to .t~in~ 
off in the middle of semethmg !~ watching n - -  a- -ant  too Was I wren- or was she? ' money out of the cash resister. Why didn t you spe l l  up tre r~ , g, 
• most ' " ' . ATLANTA QUERY Si lsa~ implies approval. _Weha ost, of our . , , 
know-it-all attitude Who wants to be arounu someone wee - - .  - '  - - -  . . . . .  ' ' CONFIDENT=,M, Lt~ TO "YOUNG PHILOSOPHER" IN I/m , 
• -~- - ! '  . . . . .  '~ - -vet  listens? I've listened to him for l)~,,~t &T~a~' r&:  ~,e was wrong far demandisll thai ,~, ,o~,mo umo anu no ~m, ,mdah the' hov net her  ure~int lon .  And you were MINNEAPOLIS. W~dom does .not sutomsilcd~,, come 
, . • ~v- -  r • ~ w-  - -  - -  
40 ~e~s=and~Iy,~Icko~:tveers So ha  my husband. He wronl, too, for lottin8 her down, Although Rory wasn't with old ap .  Nothing does-except wrinkles. I t ,  true, '~oo  woo~n' t  le [~,  ihe ¢~elm | ~11 ~ld , "  
I . . . . . .  ~ . . . .  .--7- :- - . . -  ;' . . . . . .  =: . . . . .  ~ . . .  mdltv of ~mdng YOU, his rudonea to his mother sans tot wine Improves with age, But only If.the grapes were good ~ 
LOV( | O nun lor .  ~ De WIFAI ] ln lnor  uu  ~u u~vs  = U~ ~ • - / ," " sea toYn ~ ~ my proble~ Thanks for t sy~,  And please asme kind of ponkh=mt, And ~nco his mot.h, er appears in the first place, "- '~* ' . 
' ! 
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Anti-seal hunt group moves 
to carry on work 
- -  The lnterv 
Fund for Animal We . re 
(IFAW), probably oest 
known for it ~ ,)read 
campaign ~t the 
seal hunt , :wfoun- 
dland, is ; 'rig to 
pack its bc hove 
south perm 'his 
summer. 
The r~a :~ays 
executive di~ "~' 
Davies, is 
• further reg~ a, 
,,harassment • , th( 
Canadian gt, ve~,ment, 
something he " . :  not 
• expect from hired 
States government in the 
fund's new home in 
Massachusetts. 
Davies has chosen 
Cape Code for his new 
base, describing it as a 
cent re  for marine 
mammal research. "It 
seemed like a useful 
place for us to b~e inter- 
facing with other people 
in the f ield." "We also discovered gave it  up in 1975." 
The move is prompted that  there would be He said the IFAW is 
by the anticipation that legislation passed in the 
"an organizahon actively future, retroactively, that recognized as a 
working against the seal an organization that lost charitable organization 
hunt probably would have i ts  char i tab le  status in  the United S~tes. 
obstacles put  in its way would have to disperse all •Another reason for  
that would make it ira- of its assets within the moving,  Davies said, is' 
possible to continue year  to another the general  a t t i tude 
working in Canada." organization that enjoyed toward human rights in 
For example, Davies a charitable status or the Canada. While protesters 
told a recent news con- assets would be forfeited against he IFAW's stand 
ference, "one of the to the Crown. on the seal hunt could 
major obstacles is that "Rather than give up demonstrate outside 
e were told by the encouraging people to IFAW headquarters, 
C nadian government h~ write to their members of protesters against the 
~9, ~ that if we continued Parl iament, not just seal hunt were not 
,.,a, uraging Canadians about the seal hunt but allowed near the hunt. 
to Tite to members of about anything at all, we 
Pa~'iament that we decided we would SOMETHING TO HIDE? 
would lose our charitable voluntarily give up our "It seems to me that 
sta',,~s in Canada." tax status, because I Canada has something to 
PERMITS DEDUC- don't believe unless you hide when it passes laws 
TIONS lobby  leg is la tors  thatreslr ict  reasonable 
Charitable status anything very good is and legitimate protest of 
allows donors to deduct going to happen for the seal hunt to within 
their donations in animals or the en- half a mile of a seal and 
calculating their income vironment, now half a mile of a seal.  
tax. "So we voluntarily hunter." 
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